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Abstract
This thesis presents efficient word alignment algorithms for sentence-aligned
parallel corpora. For the most part, procedures for statistical translation
modelling are employed that make use of measures of term distribution as the
basis for finding correlations between terms. Linguistic rules of morphology
and syntax have also been used to complement the statistical methods. Two
models have been developed which are briefly described as follows:
Alignment Model I
For this first model a statistical global alignment method has been designed
in which the entire target document is searched for the translation of a source
word . The term in the target language that has the highest similarity in
distribution with the source term is taken as the best translation. The output
of this algorithm is a 1:1 alignment of a complex Amharic word with simple
English words.
In reality, one word in one language is not necessarily translated into
a single word in the other language and vice versa. This phenomenon is
even more pronounced in disparate languages such as English and Amharic.
Therefore, an enhancement method, relaxing routine, that would scale up the
1
LIST OF FIGURES
1:1 alignments into 1:m alignments is devised. This approach that synthesises
English chunks that are equivalent to Amharic words from parallel corpora
is also described in this study. The procedure allows several words in the
simpler language to be brought together and form a chunk equivalent to the
complex word in the other language.
The relaxing procedure may resolve the shortcomings of a 1:1 alignment
but it does not solve the distortion in the statistics of words created by
morphological variants, hence finite-state shallow stemmers that strip salient
affixes in both languages have also been developed.
Alignment Model II
Model II performs local alignment of a source word in a source sentence in
the source language to a word in the target sentence in the target language.
The search for a translation of a word in a sentence is only limited to the cor-
responding sentences instead of the entire document. This is a step towards
achieving an increased recall, which is vital when dealing with languages that
have scarcity of translation texts. This procedure, however, results in a drop
in precision. To improve the diminished precision, two procedures have been
integrated into it:
1. Reuse of the lexicon from model I, that is, known translations are
excluded from the search space, leaving a limited number of words
from which to choose the most likely translation; and
2. a pattern recognition approach for recognising morphological and syn-
tactic features that allows the guessing of translations in sentences has
also been developed.
2
Bilingual Word and Chunk Alignment: A Hybrid System for Amharic and
English
A comparative study of the performance of Model I across Amharic, En-
glish, Hebrew and German was also part of the study. The impact of the
complexities and typological disparities on the performance of the alignment
method has been observed.
Another attempt to exploit translation texts that has been made in the
course of this research was an attempt to recognise nouns in Amharic by
transfer from German translation. Since nouns in German are recognised
by their initial capital, aligning nouns leads to the recognition of nouns in
Amharic, which do not have special features that distinguish them from
words in other word classes.
All the components of the system have been evaluated on text aligned
at sentence level. On the same data, a comparison with the IBM alignment






Lexical resources are useful for diverse natural language processing and lan-
guage engineering applications. In particular, bilingual lexica are invaluable
for coping with the escalating need to access information in various lan-
guages. Hence, the need to have cross-lingual lexical resources is pressing.
Bilingual applications such as machine translation and cross-language infor-
mation retrieval systems are dependent on machine readable lexical resources
in multiple languages. Coming up with these lexica, however, is very difficult.
Such resources used to be hand coded in earlier days. Today, they are ex-
plicitly built automatically or semi-automatically. Manually built lexica are
of high quality but are time consuming, labour intensive and costly. They
are also relatively static, and not so easy to upgrade for new domains. Auto-
matic methods of bilingual lexicon acquisition, however, promise to provide
fast, cheap and dynamic alternatives though they require huge amounts of
data and efficient tools to produce high quality results. In addition corpora
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allow us to generate not only word lexica but also multistring lexica such
as phrasal lexica. Special expressions, newly introduced terms and domain
specific terms are easier to capture in corpora than in any other way.
1.1 Data-driven bilingual lexicon compilation
Automatic methods of building lexica are primarily based on existing data.
For bilingual lexicon compilation, one needs to have texts from which one can
extract data in two languages. One major data source for such applications is
existing translations. Translation texts also called parallel texts are composed
of text in one language and its translations in one or more other languages.
Human translations consist of text interpretations which reflect the cul-
tural, social and linguistic typologies of the languages to which translations
are made. Parallel texts are a valuable source of a kind of linguistic meta-
knowledge used for diverse purposes. Their usefulness has been stated over
and over again by different scholars in the past two decades [Kay, 2000,
Isabelle, 1992, Somers, 2001, Ve`ronis, 2000].
[Kay, 2000] asserts that parallel corpora are without parallel in history as
a source of data for terminology banks and bilingual dictionaries. Addressing
the problems of human translators, [Isabelle, 1992] also stated existing trans-
lations provide more solutions for translators than any other resource. No
other resource is rich enough in providing translations in different contexts,
specific to certain topics or on recently introduced terms. Parallel texts are
also praised for being excellent sources for language learning, machine-aided
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human translation, machine translation systems, word sense disambiguation,
etc. [Melamed, 2001, Brown et al., 1993, Koehn, 2004a]. The knowledge of the
benefits of translation texts has, hence, led to floods of research on methods
of exploiting them. Some historical accounts on the directions and progress
of studies in the area are presented below.
1.1.1 History
The idea of using translation texts for obtaining translation information
has been around since the seventies as mentioned by [Melby, 1981, Kay,
1980]. [Melby, 1981] made a proposal to store past translations electronically
for bilingual concordancing. [Debili et al., 1988, 1989] made an analysis on the
use of different kinds of reformulations used in information retrieval systems
where full text databases are accessed through natural language queries. It
was also at this time that Harris coined the term bitexts to refer to a text in
one language and its translation in a second language [Harris, 1988a,b].
But the first attempt to align these translation texts was made by Mar-
tin Kay and Martin Ro¨scheisen in 1987 [Kay and Ro¨scheisen, 1988]. At the
same time, Gale and Church were working on an alternative approach for sen-
tence alignment [Gale and Church, 1991]. Initial proposals On memory-based
machine translation systems were made in 1990 by [Sato and Nagao, 1990]
which was a major step in the direction of example-based machine transla-
tion today. [Church and Gale, 1991] made bilingual concordances available
for lexicographers the following year. They also developed a program for
aligning sentences [Gale and Church, 1991]. In 1992 [Simard et al., 1992]
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introduced the use of cognates to align sentences. One of the well known
alignment systems Char align, which aligns texts at the character level, was
then developed by Church in 1993 [Church, 1993]. During that time, Isabelle
studied using translation texts as an aid to machine-aided human transla-
tion [Isabelle, 1992, 1993]. More sophisticated studies on using linguistic rules
together with statistical methods for aligning sub-sentence text units such
as phrases and clauses were developed in the following years [Kupiec, 1993,
Smadja et al., 1996a,b, McEnery et al., 1997, Och and Ney, 2002, Melamed,
1996c, 2000, 2001, Ahrenberg et al., 1998, Boutsis and Piperidis, 1998a,b].
1.1.2 Text alignment
Extracting bilingual lexica from parallel corpora involves the difficult task of
aligning text units. This is a non-trivial task for several reasons which may
be related to the properties of the languages considered or to the common
problems that come with translated documents such as deletion, insertion,
splitting, merging, etc. The problem gets even more challenging when the
languages considered are disparate. Often other tools, such as morphological
analysers and taggers which may not be available for resource-poor languages
are required.
Aligning lexical units often follows a top down approach of aligning bigger
chunks of text such as paragraphs and sentences first and then progressively
aligning the smaller units such as words and phrases in the chunks which
are also at times iterative where aligned smaller units could be used to align
larger units (See Figure 1.1). The part enclosed by the circle with broken
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lines is the focus of this work.
Alignment algorithms that have been developed so far use probabilistic
models and/or rule based models that integrate linguistic information. Prob-
abilistic models are highly dependent on the statistics of words in texts to
determine relation of words and expressions. They are more commonly used
on language pairs that have high similarity and also on those that have a
relatively less complex morphological structure. Linguistic information of
morphology, syntax, cognateness, synonymy, word classes etc. have also
been used to identify equivalent lexical entities. Linguistic approaches are
predominantly used to process disparate languages where statistical informa-
tion could not help much.
1.1.3 The problem of text alignment
Despite these efforts, there are problems that are not yet addressed by exist-
ing alignment algorithms. These include:
1. Most of the methods used are very suitable for use on major languages
such as English and French and haven’t yet been proved to be applicable
to other languages;
2. Alignment methods have also focused on historically related languages
that share a large proportion of their vocabulary and that are typolog-
ically similar;
3. Not much has been done on simple-complex language pairs;
9
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Figure 1.1: Iterative alignment.
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4. Not much has been done with languages for which there exists a limited
number of translation texts;
5. Languages that are not computationally exploited and hence have scarce
or no linguistic tools haven’t been addressed;
6. Most alignment algorithms only give outputs of partial matches which
makes their applicability far from clear;
7. Most algorithms depend on external knowledge sources such as machine
readable dictionaries, but it is not clear why one would try to gain
dictionaries from dictionaries;
8. It is not very clear how far one can go without the use of linguistic
tools such as morphological analysers and parsers.
1.2 Contribution
In this thesis, an attempt to address the basic problems mentioned above
has been made.
1. This thesis is an experiment on complex-simple language pairs in which
smaller translation units are difficult to extract. In complex languages,
the base forms of words are inflected in complex ways. A single word
consists of semantic plus grammatical components. When trying to
align such words to simple words which either are lexical or grammatical
words, the relations are difficult to model.
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2. Amharic and English do not share much of their vocabulary. This
results in the exclusion of cognate information from being an easy tool
to use.
3. Scarcity of linguistic tools is a bottle neck for many natural language
processing applications. In text alignment tools such as morphological
analysers, part-of-speech taggers and parsers are of great value. For
many languages, including Amharic, such tools are not available. For
complex languages, the problem is two fold because without these tools,
understanding sentence and word structures is impossible.
4. Scarcity of translation data is also a major problem. Statistical meth-
ods of alignment depend on the availability of huge quantities of data.
For languages where there are hundreds or even thousands of variants
of words, the use of statistical methods requires a data size which could
cope with these variants even more so than simpler languages.
1.3 Organisation of the thesis
The thesis is organised into 9 chapters.
Chapter 2 presents a detailed account of the state of the art in procedures
for word alignment. Methods, data and results of major studies in the area
are presented. An emphasis on studies of word alignment is made. Statisti-
cal translation model development algorithms that have been developed for
related and, to some extent, unrelated languages is presented. The use of
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linguistic tools and resources for aligning text units is also presented together
with some experimental results.
Chapter 3 reports a detailed description of the first component of Model
I in our system. This part of the system performs global statistical word
alignment to gain improved precision alignment. In the global alignment
system a 1:1 alignment of complex Amharic words to simple English words is
made. This system is called a global alignment system because even though
sentences are already aligned and the words in these sentences have their
translation in the target sentences, a search for word translations is made in
the target sentence and throughout the whole target document.
Chapter 4 discusses a technique of generating 1:m alignments from the
1:1 alignment lexicon in the global alignment procedure. This basically is a
chunking system that makes shallow parsing of English sentences in search
for chunks equivalent to complex Amharic words.
Chapter 5 presents a description of the morphology of Amharic words.
Major word formation rules of simple and derived word forms of the various
word classes are discussed.
Chapter 6 describes the development and implementation of a shallow
finite-state morphological analyser for Amharic and English texts. Inflec-
tional and derivational variants of words are reduced into a common canon-




Chapter 7 describes Model II of our system which is basically a procedure
for maximum likelihood local alignment of words in parallel sentences. It is
called a local alignment system because it takes two translation sentences
and aligns the words within them in contrast to Model I where the words
in the source sentence can be aligned with words that do not exist in the
target sentence but elsewhere in the target document. It is a procedure of
maximising recall at a cost of precision. Enhancing methods for Model II
with the aim of improving the recall are also discussed. Reusing the lexicon
produced by Model I and pattern recognition approaches to obtaining prior
alignments before running Model II are the main components of this chapter.
Chapter 8 presents the evaluation methods used and the results obtained.
Both Model I and Model II as well as the accompanying chunker, shallow
stemmer and enhancement methods are evaluated on data taken from the
bible.
An experiment made to test the performance of Model I on four different
languages is also presented. The goal is to compare what the impact of the
difference in typologies would have on the performance of a statistical word
alignment system. The languages considered are Amharic, English, Hebrew
and German.
The performance of Model I in enriching monolingual text is also tested.
This test presents a system that maps German nouns to their translations in
Amharic. The spelling of German nouns which always begin with a capital
letter is taken as an information to identify the nouns in Amharic which do
not have special marking. The goal is spotting Amharic nouns in text.
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Chapter 9 discusses overall conclusions that have been drawn from the
studies reported in the preceding chapters. Based on the results obtained,
areas open to future research are also identified, as well as possibly better
methods which have not been investigated within the scope of this work.
Appendix contains source code for different text processing and alignment
algorithms, each of which is implemented in C++. The source code for each
algorithm includes documentation that gives a guide on how to install it, the
input and output format of data and files, as well as how to use the interface
and command line to achieve the required output. Lexicon of roots of verbs








This chapter discusses the state of the art techniques for aligning texts, with
greater emphasis to word alignment. A review of the different statistical and
linguistic as well as hybrid approaches is presented. A brief account of types
of data sources used, filtering and refining procedures and results obtained
is also provided.
2.1 Objectives
The need for exploiting parallel corpora has urged many scientists to come
up with methods of aligning translation text. As a result, several algorithms
of matching paragraphs, sentences, words, etc. have been developed. Among
others, studies by [Kay and Ro¨scheisen, 1988, 1993, Klavans and Tzouk-
ermann, 1990, Gale and Church, 1991, Simard et al., 1992, Brown et al.,
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1990, 1993, Chen, 1993, Church, 1993, Church and Helfman, 1993, Dagan
and Church, 1994, Fung and Church, 1994, Och and Ney, 2002] are some of
the leading works. These studies were directed in extracting lexical relations
relevant for various language engineering research. Some of these applica-
tions are: machine translation [Brown et al., 1990, 1993, Sato and Nagao,
1990]; terminology and translation aids [Isabelle, 1992, Dagan et al., 1993];
word sense disambiguation [Brown et al., 1991a, Tufis et al., 2004] and bilin-
gual lexicography [Klavans and Tzoukermann, 1990]. Each of these and other
applications require lexicon of their own art.
2.2 Applications
The applications of aligned texts are extremely diverse, and include com-
piling translation memories, deriving dictionaries and bilingual terminology
lists, extracting knowledge for cross-language information retrieval, extract-
ing examples for machine translation and computer assisted teaching or con-
trastive linguists, etc. It is these applications that encouraged researchers to
invest more effort on the area. A review of the need and relevance of aligned
texts for some of the application areas is presented.
2.2.1 Machine translation
One of the major applications for which data-driven bilingual lexica are used
are machine translation systems. Machine translation systems require bilin-
gual lexica from which to get translations of terms. Todate the well known
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data-driven approaches to machine translation are basically two: Example
based machine translation (EBMT) [Nagao, 1984, Sato and Nagao, 1990,
Sadler, 1989a,b, Sumita and Tsutsumi, 1988, Sumita et al., 1990] and sta-
tistical machine translation (SMT) [Arad, 1991, Brown et al., 1992]. The
basis for SMT are basically word translations. Lately the use of bigram or
trigram models [Koehn et al., 2003, Koehn, 2004a,b] has been practised be-
cause translations are not always one to one correspondence of words and
also because such sequences of strings or phrases lead to sentences faster
than the word to word translations. In example based translation systems,
translation data of bigger chunks are used. The idea behind example based
translation system is a kind of translation gathering made by a second lan-
guage learner where one translates an entire expression, phrases or clauses
heard or read before to construct new translations [Nagao, 1984]. The type of
bilingual lexicon required by machine translation systems is thus a database
of translation units of words or phrases or clauses that were used in previ-
ous translations. Efficient algorithms that do align sentences or subsentence
chunks of any level are thus very important tools to achieve such structures
from parallel corpora.
2.2.2 Bilingual lexicography
Word alignment can be used to create bilingual translation dictionaries of
the vocabulary included in parallel corpora. Bilingual dictionaries generated
from translation corpora are of utmost importance in providing translation
of terms in different contexts. Domain specific dictionaries without doubt
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are built exhaustively and precisely from translation documents in certain
domains. There are usually a large number of alignment alternatives for
most of the automatically aligned words and phrases. That is a word in
a source document may be aligned with several alternative words in the
target document. It is believed that processing these alignment alternatives
may lead to the automatic discovery of morphological and semantic relations
between them. The alternative words are often either inflectional variants
of each other, that share their semantics, or that they are translations of
homonymic or polysemous words.
Apparently, lexicographers discovered parallel data as a valuable resource
even for monolingual investigations. The approach described in [Tiedemann,
2001] uses simple filters with different settings in order to find relational
categories between alignment alternatives.
2.2.3 Computer-assisted language learning
Computer-assisted Language learning (CALL) refers to programs designed
to help people learn foreign languages. CALL is an innovative approach of
second language acquisition. Natural language processing has been enlisted
in several ways in CALL: including to carry out bilingual text alignment so
that a learner who encounters an unknown word in a second language can
see how it was rendered in translation [Nerbonne, 2000, 2002]. Parallel texts
together with glosses lay bare the grammatical patterns of a language in
a way which is valuable to adult language learners. At advanced levels of
language instruction it is common to find courses in comparative structure
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which are aimed at informing language instruction through the comparative
examination of the grammar. Bilingual concordance and collocation aids
from corpora also provide words and their translations including the contexts
in which they are used [Chang and Chang, 2004].
2.2.4 Machine-aided human translation
Existing translations are extremely valuable resources that can be exploited
with software systems to improve the efficiency of human translation. A
human translator can learn how certain source language expressions have
been translated from existing translations for improving translation, and im-
proving consistency of translation. Translation memory, dictionaries with
multi-word units and non-compositional compounds are useful resources for
such purposes [Melamed, 1997]. Translation texts are provide such tools
readily.
On the other hand, in translation omissions occur quite frequently and
proof-reading is costly. Automatic detection methods avoid costly human
proof-reading Melamed [Melamed, 1996a,b, Dagan et al., 1993].
Corpus-based methods start from translations that have already been pro-
duced by humans and seek to discover their structure, completely or partially.
This analysis-oriented perspective lends itself naturally to the development
of translator’s aids because in Machine-aided human translation (MAHT)
the machine is not expected to produce the translations, but rather to un-
derstand enough about them to become helpful [Isabelle, 1993].
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2.2.5 Cross-language information retrieval
Information retrieval systems that retrieve documents from more than one
languages can use bilingual lexica by which query words are translated and
the search is carried out in different languages. Corpus-based bilingual term
substitution thesaurus is proved to substantially outperform traditional dic-
tionaries [Hull and Grefenstate, 1996, Ballestros and Croft, 1997, Yang et al.,
1998]. Such systems also outperformed the cross-language versions of the
Generalised Vector Space Model (GVSM) and Latent Semantic Indexing
(LSI) techniques. Domain specific bilingual lexica, particularly, provide very
useful support in getting the sense of words in a specified context. Such
kind of bilingual dictionaries are simply generated by searching repeated co-
occurrence.
To use the automatically extracted dictionary for information retrieval,
each of the words in the original query are substituted by the possible transla-
tions into a new query in the other language. This new query is then used for
monolingual retrieval in the document collection. Retrieval performance can
be enhanced by giving weights to the more likely translations of each term
as obtained in the frequency information in the bilingual dictionary. Such
approaches are supposed to have a performance approaching monolingual
accuracy [Brown et al., 2000].
2.2.6 Word sense disambiguation
The task of word sense disambiguation (WSD) is to determine the correct
meaning, or sense of a word in context. It is a fundamental problem in natu-
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ral language processing (NLP). The ability to disambiguate word sense accu-
rately is important for applications such as machine translation, information
retrieval, etc. Corpus-based supervised machine learning methods have been
used to tackle the WSD task [Ng et al., 2003, Ma´rton Miha´ltz, 2006]. Among
the various approaches to WSD, the supervised learning approach is the most
successful todate. One source to look for potential training data for WSD are
parallel texts [Resnik and Yarowsky, 1997, Diab and Resnik, 2002]. Given a
word-aligned parallel corpus, the different translations in a target language
serve as the sense-tags of an ambiguous word in the source language. Dif-
ferent dictionaries define a different sense inventory. Tying sense distinction
to the different translations in a target language, introduces a data-oriented
view to sense distinction and serves to add an element of objectivity to sense
definition. The outcome of word sense disambiguation of a source language
word is the selection of a target word, which directly corresponds to word
selection in machine translation.
2.2.7 Paraphrasing
One of the difficulties in Natural Language Processing is the fact that there
are many ways to express the same message. Most studies in automatic
generation of paraphrases have examined the use of monolingual parallel
corpora for paraphrase extraction [Barzilay and McKeown, 2001, Barzilay
and Lee, 2003, Pang et al., 2003, Ibrahim et al., 2003]. Recent studies show
that by way of alignment techniques for phrase-based statistical machine
translation, paraphrases in one language can be identified using a phrase in
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another language as a pivot [Bannard and Callison-Burch, 2005].
So much about the applications of aligned bilingual translation texts, a lot
has been done to come up with efficient techniques and methods of aligning
existing translation texts without which the application described are simply
theoretical. As a result different approaches of aligning translation texts have
been suggested. These approaches are discussed in detail in the next section.
2.3 Alignment algorithms
Alignment, can be made at different levels of text ranging from course grained
alignment of paragraphs and sentences or simply chunks of text to fine
grained alignments of phrases and words. The shallower the granularity
of the text units to be aligned the more difficult the task. Yet, smaller units
remain to be of prime importance for many applications translation data can
be used for.
2.3.1 Paragraph and sentence alignment
For a word alignment system the texts are first segmented into smaller units
which are themselves aligned. This helps to determine the similarity of the
distribution of terms across these segments. Texts can be segmented into
paragraphs, sentences or simply chunks of text with a certain byte length.
A word alignment system would naturally be more precise with segments
of smaller size. This is basically because the smaller the segment size the
fewer the number of words in the segments and hence fewer possibilities of
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alignment. Of course these segments should be correctly aligned with their
counter part. Otherwise it would result in faulty estimation of parameters.
Given the segments of texts, distribution of words across these segments is
compared.
Paragraphs are often aligned sequentially, i.e. first paragraph to first
paragraph and so on. This might not be always the case, however. Since
there could be splitting and merging and even there could be different orders
of translating paragraphs. Other problems also come due to deletions and
insertions. Paragraph markers sometimes may not be present in the corpus
especially in scanned documents which makes the task even more compli-
cated. For structured text with clear paragraph boundaries, the postion and
length of paragraphs are the basic criteria of alignment. The use of cognates
and collocations is also used to recognise translation paragraphs.
Aligned paragraphs are further segmented into sentences. Sentence align-
ment is not trivial because translators do not always translate one sentence in
the input into one sentence in the output. Another problem is that of crossing
dependencies, where the order of sentences are changed in the translation.
There are several sentence alignment algorithms [Gale and Church, 1991,
1994, Brown et al., 1991b, Kay and Ro¨scheisen, 1988, 1993] being some of
them. The main approaches of sentence alignment in the state of the art
studies are:
1. Length-Based Approaches: Sentence length methods are based on the
intuition that the length of a translated sentence is likely to be similar
to that of the source sentence. Sentence length (measured in characters
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or words) are used to evaluate how likely an alignment of some number
of sentences in L1 is with some number of sentences in L2. Brown,
Lai and Mercer [Brown et al., 1991b] used word count as the sentence
length, whereas Gale and Church [Gale and Church, 1991] used char-
acter count. Brown, Lai and Mercer assumed prior alignment of para-
graphs. The method performs well on related languages and clean text
where noisy optical character recognition (OCR) or unknown markup
conventions are not used.
2. Offset Alignment by Signal Processing Techniques: These approaches
do not attempt to align beads of sentences but rather just to align
position offsets in the two parallel texts [Fung and McKeown, 1994].
They induce an alignment by using cognates (words that are similar
across languages) at the level of character sequences. The method
consists of building a dot-plot, i.e., the source and translated text are
concatenated and then a square graph is made with this text on both
axes. A dot is placed at (x,y) when there is a match. Signal processing
methods are then used to compress the resulting plot. The interesting
part in a dot-plot are called the bitext maps. These maps show the
correspondence between the two languages.
In the bitext maps, roughly straight diagonals corresponding to cog-
nates can be found. A heuristic search along this diagonal provides an
alignment in terms of offsets in the two texts. The algorithm works
without having found sentence boundaries. For each word, a signal is
produced, as an arrival vector of integer numbers giving the number of
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words between each occurrence of the word at hand.
3. Lexical Methods: Use lexical information to align beads of sentences [Kay,
1991, Kay and Ro¨scheisen, 1993]. By assuming that the first and last
sentences of the texts align (the initial anchors), find pairs of source and
target sentences which contain many possible lexical correspondences.
The most reliable of these pairs are used to induce a set of partial align-
ments which will be part of the final result. The best alignment is the one
that maximises the likelihood of generating the corpus given the translation
model.
2.3.2 Word alignment
There are several word-alignment strategies devised by computational lin-
guists for major languages such as English and French [Dagan et al., 1993,
Simard et al., 1992, Dagan and Church, 1994, Gale and Church, 1994, Melamed,
2000, Kay and Ro¨scheisen, 1993]. Considerable effort has also been made to
align English-Chinese translation texts [Fung and Church, 1994, Wu and Xia,
1994]. The task of aligning words has been dominated mostly by statistical
approaches based on the distribution of words in text. The assumption be-
hind using the statistics of words as an indication of possible association
between terms is hinged on the assumption that translation words are com-
parably distributed in parallel texts. In practice, word alignment is much more
difficult than sentence alignment. Main algorithms are discussed below.
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2.4 Statistical approach
In general statistical alignment algorithms try to use word distribution infor-
mation in text to find some relationship between possible translations. There
are different word distribution measuring metrics. Each of them use one or
more of the information on the frequency of words, where in the text terms
exist, and how far repeated appearances of a term are. To determine these
values texts should first go into a serious of segmenting, preprocessing and
archiving activities. Then parameter estimation and comparing similarities
are involved in determining the distribution relations.
a. Preprocessing
For use in statistical methods, texts need to be preprocessed to remove punc-
tuation marks and numbers from texts. Some preprocessing efforts may also
include semi-automatic removal of known deletions and insertions. Upper-
case characters are also converted to lowercase.
b. Measuring term distribution similarities
There are different methods of measuring similarities in distribution. The
most prominent of these are conditional probability measures, mutual infor-
mation measure and Dice’ similarity measures.
i. Conditional probability measures
The conditional probability of a target term t given a source term s is mea-
sured using Bayes theorem:
P (t|s) = P (t, s)/P (s)
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Table 2.1: Source-target term distribution
S1 S2 S3 S4 S5
s 0 1 1 0 0
t 0 1 1 0 1
If s and t are distributed in two texts divided into five segments each as
in Table 2.1. 0 indicates the absence of a term in a segment and 1 the
appearance. P (t|s) would be 2/2 = 1.0. One needs to notice that P (t|s) is
different from P (s|t) which is 2/3 = 0.67. From the values one could say the
presence of s indicates the presence of t but not the other way round. In a
sense the values of the conditional probabilities should somehow be combined
to indicate mutual similarities.
ii. Mutual information measure
Formally, the mutual information of two distributions S and T can be defined
as:






where t ∈ T , s ∈ S, p(s, t) is the joint probability distribution functions of S
and T , and p(s) and p(t) are the marginal probability distribution functions
of S and T respectively. The distributions in Table 2.1 can be represented
using joint probability distributions as in Table 2.2
p(s, t) = 2/5, p(s) = 2/5, p(t) = 3/5
I(S; T ) = −p(s, t) log (p(s, t)/p(s)p(t) = 0.63) bit
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The value of I goes closer to 0 for distributions not related and for the more
similar to 1.
iii. Dice’ Similarity Coefficient
Dice’ coefficient is a term similarity measure whereby the similarity measure
is defined as twice the number of common occurrences of terms divided by
the total number of terms in both tested entities. The coefficient result of 1
indicates identical vectors; whereas a 0 indicates orthogonal vectors. Taking
the distributions in Table 2.1, the similarity measure would be 2/5. If there
had been a different distribution such that a word can appear more than
one time in a sentence, which is not uncommon the score by all of the above
methods will be still the same.
c. Matching terms
The first work on statistical alignment is an attempt made by Kay and
Ro¨scheisen to align words in English-German translation texts [Kay and
Ro¨scheisen, 1988, 1993]. Kay and Ro¨schesen, came up with a strategy of
mining translation units relying merely on evidence they get from the cor-
pus itself without using external knowledge. They start by roughly aligning
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sentences in the texts, taking points in the diagonal of a Cartesian plane
consisting of the sentences of the source and target documents in the X
and Y axis. An initial set of candidate word alignments are then extracted
from possibly aligned sentences. Association between words is computed us-
ing Dice’s similarity coefficient [Rijsbergen, 1979] obtained from vectors of





where c is the number of corresponding positions, and NA(v) and NB(w)
are the number of occurrences of the word v and w in the source and target
documents respectively. Multiple appearance of a word in a sentence does
not affect the numerator c since binary weights are used. The distribution
of a word in the source language is compared with the distribution of every
word in the target language in search for the word with the highest similarity.
One of the challenges statistical methods are short of solving is the pres-
ence of variants of the same word for different grammatical functions, while
still they maintain the semantics. Kay and Ro¨scheisen, still depended on
corpus evidence to resolve this problem. They wrote an algorithm that tries
to find a breaking point that divides a word into two components, each of
which might be an affix or a stem. This point is determined by how many
times a stem or an affix exist in text as free or bound morphemes. After
identifying the two parts of the word, the longest part is used as a canonical
form of the word. If both parts are of equal size then the prefix (the first
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part of the word) is considered the canonical form. This initial work opened
also other doors for new approaches.
Shortly after, another well known algorithm for text alignment,K-vec, was
developed by [Fung and Church, 1994]. K-vec is designed to avoid ambigu-
ities created in identifying sentence and paragraph boundaries which my be
difficult to obtain for certain data such as scanned documents. Therefore,
K-vec, instead of segmenting text into paragraphs or sentences it divides the
two texts into K pieces with equal size measured in bytes. The distribu-
tion of each word in the pieces is then denoted by a K-dimensional binary
vector. The joint probability distribution of each word in a source language
and a word in the target language is represented in a contingency table as in
Table 2.3,




Where a is the number of pieces where both the English and French word
are found, b the number of pieces where just the English word is found, c
the number of pieces where the French word is found, and d the number
of pieces where neither word is found. From the contingency table mutual
information and t-scores are used as measurements on all pairs of K-vecs,
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I(x, y) = log2
P (x, y)
P (x)P (y)
where P (x, y) is the probability that the words x and y occur in correspond-
ing pieces, and P (x) and P (y) are the probabilities that x and y respectively
occur in the text. The probabilities are estimated by using absolute fre-
quency numbers. P (x, y) is freq(x, y)/K, P (x) and P (y) are freq(x)/K
and freq(y)/K, where freq(x, y) is the frequency that x and y occur to-
gether and freq(x) and freq(y) are the number of occurrences of x and
y. The t-score is used to filter out insignificant relations. Thus, K-vec is
based on the assumption that if two words are translations of each other,
they are more likely to occur in the same segments than two words which
are not. Except for the scoring scheme they used, if the size of a piece in
a text corresponds to a sentence, K-vec would be similar to the approach
by Kay and Ro¨scheisen. This approach was used for historically related lan-
guages French-English of the Canadian Hansard in which case the authors
claim high performance. But was not as good for distant languages such as
Japanese/English or Chinese/English.
A modified version of K-vec was later proposed to be used for less related
languages belonging to different language groups [Fung and McKeown, 1994].
This version is called Dynamic K-vec or simply DK-vec. DK-vec captures
recency information in addition to frequency and position of words as features
for matching word pairs. From a vector of a term with a frequency f, a recency
vector with f-1 entries can be generated. For example for a word w with a
frequency 5 occurring at positions (8, 20, 31, 75, 160), the recency vector
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would be of length 4 (12, 11, 44, 95). The recency vectors of translation words
may be of different length. Therefore, a matching technique for comparing
vectors of variable length (Dynamic Time Warping) is used.
[Choueka et al., 2000] used DK-vec to align Hebrew-English translation
text. They used DK-vec to generate a rough initial alignment which is given
as an input to word align, an extension of Model 2 in the IBM statistical
translation model [Brown et al., 1990].
One of the well known translation system based on parameter estimation
obtained from parallel corpora is the IBM statistical translation model [Brown
et al., 1990, 1993]. They developed their model using expectation maximi-
sation (EM) algorithm to find the most likely source translation sentence
given a target sentence. The parameters of their translation model are a set
of translation probabilities Pr(f |e), one for each element f of the French
vocabulary and each member e of the English vocabulary; a set of fertility
probabilities Pr(n|e) for each English word e describing how many French
words it produces during alignment; and a set of distortion probabilities
Pr(i|j, l) for each target prosition i, source position j, and target sentence
length l showing the relative positions of French and English words in the
source and target sentences. Thus, the probability of alignment for two terms
f and e is calculated as a product of the translation probability, the fertility
probability and the distortion probability.
[Dagan and Church, 1994] developed a tool, Termight, for helping pro-
fessional translators and terminologists identify technical terms and their
translations. The tool makes use of part-of-speech tagging and word align
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to extract candidate terms and their translations. They exclude stop-words
in standard stop-wordlist from their system. Termight provides a list of can-
didate translations sorted descending based on frequency of occurrence. It
also provides a concordance for each candidate. The user then is allowed to
choose the correct translation among the candidates by crosschecking to the
concordance whenever they need. They report evaluation results showing
the bilingual component of termight in translating a glossary of 192 terms
found in the English and German versions of a technical manual. The correct
answer was the first candidate in 40% of the cases and the second choice in
7% of the cases. For the remaining 53% of the terms, the correct answer was
always somewhere in the concordance.
An exploration on Amharic by [Alemu et al., 2004] deals with an attempt
to extract noun translations from the bible. Yet, nouns are relatively min-
imally inflected and not a problem to align in Amharic, specially when the
bible is the data source.
2.5 Linguistic alignment methods
Linguistic alignment methods are basically highly dependent on linguistic
knowledge such as cognates [Church, 1993, McEnery and Oakes, 1996] and
external knowledge base such as machine readable dictionaries or glossaries
as in SIMR [Melamed, 2001]. These methods perform highly for related lan-
guages that share the same vocabulary to a large extent. In cases where
cognates are insignificant subset of the languages considered, they certainly
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would fail. [Klavans and Tzoukermann, 1996] combine what they call struc-
tured but incomplete information in dictionaries to unstructured but more
complete lexical information available in English-French bilingual corpora.
They deal only on verbs that describe the action of movement. They are
supported with linguistic information of parts-of-speech and verb types. Ku-
piec [Kupiec, 1993] also aligned noun phrases in English and French bilingual
corpus, using part-of-speech taggers for each half of the texts.
• Morphology: Morphological analysers help to distinguish between
lexical components of words which are accountable for the semantics
of the words and grammatical words. During text alignment this helps
to align grammatical components and lexical components separately.
Hence the use of effective morphological analysers can particularly be
useful to assist statistical alignment systems. Specially, this is true for
languages that are highly inflected. [Choueka et al., 2000] have used a
fullfledged morphological analyser for Hebrew when aligning Hebrew-
English translation texts. [Alemu et al., 2004] have also used a stemmer
when aligning English-Amharic nouns.
• Part of Speech: Part of speech information is important during text
alignment and later for disambiguating ambiguous translations. In
translation sentences if a word with a certain part of speech is recog-
nised, then one can project that the words with other part of speech
may not be its translation.
• Syntax: One approach of aligning words/phrases of a source sentence
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to that of the target is by projecting the parse tree of one to the other.
When such tools are found in both languages successful alignments can
be obtained to a large extent [Yamada and Knight, 2001, Niessen and
Ney, 2004, Smith and Eisner, 2006, Zhang and Gildea, 2004, Gildea,
2003].
• Dictionaries: Dictionary based alignment algorithms try to recognise
words in sentences as given in dictionaries [Klavans and Tzoukermann,
1996, Melamed, 2000, 2001]. Such alignment methods may not nec-
essarily depend on complete dictionaries but with some entries that
would allow recognition of anchor words which would reduce the num-
ber of remaining alignments to be made. Tree-based approaches to
alignment, model translation as a sequence of probabilistic operations
transforming the syntactic parse tree of a sentence in one language into
that of the other [Zhang and Gildea, 2004, Gildea, 2003]. The trees
may be learned directly from parallel corpora [Wu, 1997], or provided
by a parser trained on hand-annotated treebanks [Yamada and Knight,
2001].
• Cognates: Cognates in historically related languages have been used
to align texts [Melamed, 2000, 2001]. This alignment method has pro-
duced good results on highly related languages. [Melamed, 2001] ar-
gues if orthographic cognates cannot be recognised on languages that
do have different writing system phonetic cognates can be used. But
again how exhaustive these cognates are in comparison with word types
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in a language is a question that may not have a positive answer.
More recent studies use hybrid methods [de Gispert et al., 2006, Niessen
and Ney, 2000, Yamada and Knight, 2001, Och and Ney, 2000, Gildea,
2003]. [de Gispert et al., 2006] presents a wide range of statistical word align-
ment experiments incorporating morphosyntactic information. By means of
parallel corpus transformations according to information of POS-tagging,
lemmatisation or stemming, they explore which linguistic information helps
improve alignment error rates. They reported improvements due to intro-
ducing morphosyntactic information are bigger in case of data scarcity, but
significant improvement is also achieved in a large data task, meaning that
certain linguistic knowledge is relevant even in situations of large data avail-
ability.
2.6 Filtering
Alignment algorithms produce alignments of words with their first most likely
translation or the first N-best translations. Such lists are not all true trans-
lations. On the other hand using a lexicon that has also false translations
within produces erroneous use by applications that make use of the lexicon.
Apparently, to reduce these false alignments from the result set different fil-
tering mechanisms are used. Hence, filters of removing unlikely translations
are made by introducing filters at different levels:
• Score filter: Alignment systems produce the possible translations in
ranked order from which those ranked higher are taken as the best
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translations. But the absolute value of the scores may still be low. If
the evaluation metric gives scores of 1.0 as the highest score and 0.0 as
the lowest score. obviously low scoring translations are not likely to be
true translations. Hence one way of filtering the translations would be
to remove those candidates with low score from the translation list.
• Frequency filter: Particularly statistical methods that rely on the
statistics of words require as many instances for better precision. Those
words with low frequency, even if they may give high score, it could
be a matter of coincidence and not necessarily because they are true
translations. To avoid such cases introducing a frequency filter that
removes words of low frequency from the translation list is necessary.
• Part of speech filter: The part of speech filter removes every trans-
lation candidate with different parts of speech in the source and the
target language. Here the usage of different tags for different languages
is something one should note.
• Machine-readable bilingual dictionary filter: Available, machine-
readable bilingual dictionaries are used as a lookup, where priority is
given to the alternative that exists in the dictionary.
2.7 Evaluation
There are growing number of research in the area and various results have
been reported in the literature. However, these results are often evaluated
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on different corpora that makes it difficult to compare them [Ve`ronis and
Langlais, 2000] (See also ARCADE: http://aune.lpl.univ-aix.fr/projects/arcade/index-
en.html). Precise methods of evaluating alignment systems is invaluable for
developing better systems and also for users who would like to use efficient
methods for the applications they are interested in.
Alignment systems can be evaluated to compare:
• The performance of different systems on the same reference corpus of
two given languages
• The performance of systems across different various language pairs.
Of course even for the same language pairs, alignment systems do not
work equally well on all kinds of documents. Hence, corpora that are built
on principles of balance and representativeness are of crucial importance.
On the other hand the availability and accessibility of parallel texts is often
limited to certain domains, at least for many languages (See the Linguistic
Data Consortium page for some parallel corpora:
http://www.ldc.upenn.edu/Catalog/CatalogEntry.jsp?catalogId=LDC95T20).
The Canadian Hansard (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hansard) and Europarl
[Koehn, nd.] are two of the most used such corpora. The Hansard Corpus
consists of parallel texts in English and Canadian French, drawn from offi-
cial records of the proceedings of the Canadian Parliament. The content is
therefore limited to legislative discourse. It consists of over 20 million words
per language. Europarl is extracted from the proceedings of the European
Parliament. It includes versions in 11 European languages. It has a size of
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up to 28 million words per language. These corpora are always updated and
their size increases every time.
Aligned text units are compared to manually annotated alignments. Pre-
cision and recall measures are then computed. Precision is simply the ratio of
the number of correctly aligned units to the number of all aligned units by the
system and recall is a measure of correctly aligned units to the total number
of correctly aligned units in the corpus. To resolve the tradeoff between recall
and precision, measures such as F-measure (The weighted harmonic mean of
precision and recall) = 2 ∗ (Precision ∗ Recall)/(Precision + Recall) are
used.
In this project work the principles of existing statistical alignment meth-
ods are used to get an initial alignment based on which new methods of
alignment and enhancement are projected.
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This chapter describes a simple approach of statistical translation modelling
for bilingual lexicon acquisition. The model is tested on Amharic-English
parallel corpora. The translation lexicon contains matches of Amharic lex-
emes to weekly inflected English words. Purely statistical measures of term
distribution are used as the basis for finding correlations between terms. For
low frequency terms a two step procedure of: first a rough alignment; and
then an automatic filtering to sift the output and improve the precision is
made.
A brief exemplary account of the grammatical characteristics of Amharic
with relevance to corpus-based lexical acquisition is presented in Section 3.1.
In Section 3.1.3, the orthography of Amharic is introduced. In Section 3.2,
methodological aspects of how the problem is approached are discussed. Eval-
uation results are reported in Section 3.2.3.
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3.1 Data: Amharic - English parallel texts
One of the goals of this study is to develop a system that works well for
languages that are disparate and where there are scarcities of data and tools.
Therefore, the system is evaluated on Amharic-English translation texts.
Eventhough, a detailed description of Amharic morphology is presented in
Chapter 5, A basic comparisons of Amharic and English texts is provided
here for the reader to understand this first part of alignment Model I and
the outputs it produces.
3.1.1 Morphology
Amharic and English differ substantially in their morphology, syntax and
the writing system they use. As a result various methods of alignment that
work for other languages do not apply for them. A description of the gram-
mar of Amharic that suffices the relevance to text alignment is subsequently
presented.
Amharic is a Semitic language that has a complex morphology in which
words are consisted of discontinuous consonantal roots with vowel interca-
lation [Amsalu and Gibbon, 2005a, Fissaha and Haller, 2003, Bayou, 2000],
an inherent Semitic property. Articles, prepositions, conjunctions and per-
sonal pronouns are often inflectional components of other parts of speech and
can only seldom occur as disengaged morphemes. Apparently, sentences in
Amharic are often short in terms of the number words they are consisted
of. For the reader to assimilate the flavour of the problem, just picking the
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first sentence in the bible in Amharic and English, a ratio of 1:2 words is
obtained(Figure 3.1).
Figure 3.1: Translation sentences
This is a common case as far as the two languages are concerned. The texts
that are used in the experiment presented in this chapter have a ratio of
22179 : 36733, which is approximately 1 Amharic word to 1.7 English words.
But considering morphemic substratum a different result is observed. In
Figure 3.2, a projection at nearly morpheme level is presented.
Figure 3.2: Morphemic alignment.
The definite article ’the’ that occurs three times in the English sentence in
Figure 3.2 is in all cases implicit in the Amharic translation. Hence, there
are floating words in the English side that are not aligned. Definiteness
in Amharic is not necessarily explicitly represented. It is often left to be
understood contextually. When it is explicit the definite article is realized as
a suffix and rarely the indefinite article is expressed with a number coming
before the noun such as ’and sa¨w ’, literally it means ’one man’, parallel to
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the English ’a man’. The object marker’ ’ in Amharic also does not exist in
English. The conjunction and is also a suffix in Amharic. For now a detailed
account of Amharic morphology is not given; better treatments are given
in Chapter 5 and other studies by [Yimam, 1994, 1999, Bender and Fulas,
1978, Berhane, 1992, Dawkins, 1960, Amare, 1997, Markos, 1991, Amsalu
and Gibbon, 2005a]. Chapter 5 also gives a general description of Amharic
structure.
3.1.2 Syntax
Syntactically, Amharic is an SOV language. It does not have free order as in
other Semitic languages due to the Cushitic influence on the language. The
generalisation given by [Choueka et al., 2000] about the free word order for
Semitic languages does not hold for Amharic. Taking their own example,
The boy ate the apple (English)
the correct representation in Amharic is:
The boy the apple ate
This forbids a linear alignment of Amharic words with their English equiv-
alents which are revealed in SVO order. The broken line in Figure 3.2 shows
a cross-over alignment that accommodates this discord in syntax. In a two
dimensional Cartesian plane of alignments between source and target texts
one does not expect a linear path, rather it would be skewed at the position
of inversion of the verb and object. See the chart in Figure 3.3 for the portray
of the mapping of the example sentences.
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Figure 3.3: Non-linear alignment.
3.1.3 Orthography
Amharic uses a syllabary script called Fidel, with graphemes denoting con-
sonants with an inherent following vowel, which are consistently modified to
indicate other vowels or, in some cases, the lack of a vowel. There are no
different representations of upper and lower cases, hence there is no special
marking of the beginning of a sentence and first letter of names or acronyms.
Words are separated by white space. The streams of characters, however,
are written left-to-right deviating from its relatives Hebrew and Arabic.
Amharic and English do not share many words such as, say, English and
German do, for us to use cognate alignments even with phonetic alignment;
though it might be possible for scientific words, technical words and names
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of places in very specified texts. Possibilities of identifying nouns based on
their spelling like in German nouns or English common nouns is also not
possible due to the absence of special markings for them.
3.2 Alignment method
The alignment task is began by first trying to generate an initial lexicon
of rough 1:1 alignment which is then improved by subsequent modules. To
produce such aligned lexicon statistical measures of frequency are used for
parameter estimation.
Statistical alignment methods are in general based on the assumption
that translation terms in translation texts are distributed comparably. For
example for a word s that occurs 30 times in a source document, its trans-
lation t is not expected to occur 3 times in the target document. Neither
does one expect the translation of s which occurs only in the first half of the
source document to be t occurring on the second half of the target document.
Hence, how often and where in the document terms occur is an important
measure of the distribution of the terms.
3.2.1 Capturing term distribution data
The distribution of a term is simply a measure of how frequently and where
in the document it occurs. Texts are often divided into smaller segments
inorder to decrease the amount of search space and consequently have limited
options. In the case of this work the small segments are sentences. Three
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parameters are used to describe the distribution of each term in the segments
and in the texts as a whole:
1. Global-frequency : Frequency of occurrence in the corpus;
2. Local-frequency : Frequency of occurrence in a segment; and
3. Placement : Position of occurrence in the corpus (i.e. segment ID).
Each of the translation texts is mapped into a two dimensional matrix
with sentences as columns and words as rows. A document that consists of
five sentences could for example be mapped as in Table 3.1,
Table 3.1: Document mapping into a matrix.
S1 S2 S3 S4 S5
Word1 0 2 1 0 0
Word2 1 0 0 3 0
Word3 0 0 0 0 1
... ... ... ... ... ...
The entries in the matrix stand for local frequencies of the words in the
corresponding sentences. Thus Word1 occurs in sentence 2 (S2) twice and
one time in sentences 3 (S3). One can also observe that each word in a
document is mapped into a weighted vector, where the weights are the local
frequencies. The idea of weighted vectors as opposed to binary vectors used
by [Kay and Ro¨scheisen, 1988, 1993, Fung and Church, 1994] is introduced
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because it contradistinguishes terms that appear only once in sentence from
those that appear multiple times. Function words that are likely to occur
more than once in sentences, particularly in English sentences are addressed
easily this way. The target document is also mapped into such a matrix.
Hence, there are an n x s and an m x s matrices; where n and m are the
number of unique terms in Amharic and English respectively and s is the
number of segments in either of the texts. The values in the matrix are local
frequencies. Therefore, each word is a weighted vector of its distribution;
where the weight is its local frequency in the respective segment.
3.2.2 Comparing distributions
In this module a global search for the best translation is made. The idea is
that the distribution of each term in the source document is compared with
the distribution of all the terms in the target document. The target word
that gives the highest similarity is then taken as the possible translation.
Second best or third best translations are not considered at this point.
If Da is the set of distributions in the Amharic text and De the set of
distributions in the English text and let Ta be the set of terms in Amharic
text and Te be the set of terms in English text, then if an Amharic word
Wordj ∈ Ta has a distribution Dj ∈ Da and an English term Wordk ∈ Te has
a distribution Dk ∈ De, then the score of the translation candidates Wordj
and Wordk is a measure of the degree of similarity between the distributions
Dj and Dk.
To measure similarities there needs to be a metric that gives a figurative
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value of similarity that helps us to compare the different candidates. For this
a novel scheme that gives categorical scores for each distinct pair of distri-
butions and favours those that are distributed similarly is formularised. The
scoring scheme also handles function words robustly. Basically the scoring
scheme takes the minimum of the two vectors compared and computes the
sum of the entries on the nominator side. On the denominator side a vector
which is a sum of the two vectors is generated. The entries of this vector are










where i denotes the i
th entry of a vector and n stands for the number of
segments.
If for example Wordj = (0, 2, 1, 0, 0) and Wordk = (0, 1, 1, 0, 1). Then,
Wordj ∧ Wordk = (0, 2, 1, 0, 0)∧ (0, 1, 1, 0, 1) = (0, 1, 1, 0, 0)
,
Wordj + Wordk = (0, 2, 1, 0, 0) + (0, 1, 1, 0, 1) = (0, 3, 2, 0, 1)
n∑
i=0
(Wordj ∧Wordk)i = 2
n∑
i=0
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If instead there are pairs of Wordj = (0, 1, 1, 0, 0) and Wordk = (0, 1, 1, 0, 1),
Wordj ∧Wordk = (0, 1, 1, 0, 0),
Wordj + Wordk = (0, 2, 2, 0, 1)
n∑
i=0
(Wordj ∧ Wordk)i = 2
n∑
i=0





again, for Wordj = (0, 2, 1, 0, 0) and Wordk = (0, 2, 1, 0, 1),
Wordj ∧Wordk = (0, 2, 1, 0, 0),
Wordj + Wordk = (0, 4, 2, 0, 1)
n∑
i=0
(Wordj ∧ Wordk)i = 3
n∑
i=0





The constant 2 in the numerator is algebraised to normalise the scores to
range between 0.0 (for disjoint vectors) and 1.0 (for identical vectors), which
otherwise would have been in the range of 0.0 to 0.5.
The scores are more discriminative than the scores obtained using the
scoring method of [Kay and Ro¨scheisen, 1993]. The difference lies in that
Kay & Ro¨scheisen give binary weights (0 and 1 for absence and presence
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respectively) to terms in segments. Binary weights fail to address the dif-
ference between words that appear multiple times in a single segment from
those that appear only once. Giving non-binary weights is very powerful
in dealing with function words. K vec also gives binary values for terms in
the K-pieces. Using binary weights the similarity scores for the terms with
distribution Wordj = (0, 2, 1, 0, 0) and Wordk = (0, 1, 1, 0, 1) in equation
(3.1) which given binary weights would be represented as (0, 1, 1, 0, 0) and
(0, 1, 1, 0, 1) respectively is,
Wordj ∧ Wordk = (0, 1, 1, 0, 0)∧ (0, 1, 1, 0, 1) = (0, 1, 1, 0, 0)
,
Wordj + Wordk = (0, 1, 1, 0, 0) + (0, 1, 1, 0, 1) = (0, 2, 2, 0, 1)
n∑
i=0
(Wordj ∧Wordk)i = 2
n∑
i=0





Equation (3.2) would have the same score because anyway each word oc-
curs only one time in each sentence. But equation (3.3) would have another
result. In binary weights Wordj = (0, 2, 1, 0, 0) and Wordk = (0, 2, 1, 0, 1)
would simply be Wordj = (0, 1, 1, 0, 0) and Wordk = (0, 1, 1, 0, 1) respec-
tively. Hence,
Wordj ∧ Wordk = (0, 1, 1, 0, 0),
Wordj + Wordk = (0, 2, 2, 0, 1)
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n∑
i=0
(Wordj ∧ Wordk)i = 2
n∑
i=0





Now it is clear that if the distribution of the words gives us some incite of
which words could be translations, then words that occur quite a few number
of times cannot give us reliable distribution information. To coupe with that
often using bigger size of corpora i.e. increase the chances of reoccurrence of
rare terms is one of the methods used. Zipf’s law, however, works against this
assumption. Zipf’s law is an empirical law which states that, in a corpus of
natural language utterances, the frequency of any word is roughly inversely
proportional to its rank in the frequency table. Zipfian distributions are
commonly observed, in many kinds of phenomena. The fact that Zipfian
distributions arise in randomly-generated texts with no linguistic structure
suggests that the law as applied to languages may in part be a statistical
artifact. Over fairly wide ranges, and to a fairly good approximation, many
natural phenomena obey Zipf’s law. Mathematically Zipf’s law is stated as





where N is the number of elements, k is their rank, and s is the exponent
characterising the distribution. In the classic version of Zipf’s law, the ex-
ponent s is 1. Zipf’s law is most easily observed by scatterplotting the data,
with the axes being log(rank order) and log(frequency).
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The idea is that even if the data size is increased to increase the chances
of reoccuring for low frequency terms, new words are introduced at the same
time into the document. On the other hand during evaluation the recall and
precision may remain more or less the same with big or small data. But
it can be seen from a different perspective; that is language coverage. If a
language is a set of words L, and if T is the set of words in L that are part
of the lexicon generated and if a term t occurs n times in the text n being a
small number, when the data size is increased the chances for n to increase is
higher. Which in other words means that the chances for t to be a member of
T increases. As T becomes larger then the coverage of the language becomes
higher too.
Given Amharic-English texts the goal at this stage is that high frequency
Amharic words will be aligned. The high frequency Amharic words are dif-
ferent from high frequency English words (function words) since this word
forms rarely occur as free morphemes. Hence these high frequency Amharic
words would be lexical words. These lexical words cannot be aligned to
high frequency English words because the high frequency function words in
English are very frequently distributed and their distribution is in general
overall the text. In the end complex lexical words of Amharic and weakly
inflected lexical words in English are left. The alignment algorithm does not
exclude function words from computation rather the scoring scheme which
is discussed in Section 3.2.2 distills them by keeping their scores low. From
the Amharic side a significant proportion of the words have a high probabil-
ity of being included in the lexicon (except for low frequency words), while
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in the English side there will be floating words which would in many cases
be function words. A demonstration on alignment of the exemplary bitext
segment is presented in Figure 3.4.
Figure 3.4: Aligned words.
Gaps for non-aligned words and crossing alignments to overcome syntactic
differences are extant. Details of the alignment heuristics are discussed in
subsequent subsections.
3.2.3 Preprocessing
The statistical translation model developed is evaluated on a dataset of
20,347 Amharic and 36,537 English tokens, which encompass 6867 and 2613
types in Amharic and English respectively. Since the concern is with align-
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ing words in sentence aligned translation texts, the bible is taken as a data
source. When generating the parallel sentences of the initial corpus, some
preprocessing actions were conducted. These preprocessing steps are :
• removal of punctuation marks in both texts
• decapitalisation of the English.
• splitting and combining of sentences
There is no capitalisation in Amharic, so there was no need to perform
decapitalisation on the Amharic text. Sentences represented in one sentence
in the Amharic and still numbered as more than one verses (for example, verse
4-6 - which means the verses 4, 5 & 6 are contained in one long sentence) have
been split. If these combinations were uniform across the two languages, it
would have not been a problem, but when it is only a phenomenon of one
in one position and the other in another position, it makes the alignment
procedure complex. We did not want to deal with this problem at this stage,
hence we split them manually. The other preprocessing steps were performed
automatically, with the help of a preprocessing software developed as part of
this project.
3.2.4 Data structure
Preprocessed text are segmented into sentences and stored a sentence per
line in a data structure that makes them easy to access. In our case the
structure in Table 3.2 is designed to accommodate all. The Id is an integer
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value assigned to identify each sentence in the corpus. This identification is
unique for each sentences in each half of the translation texts.
Table 3.2: Data structure of aligned sentences.
SentId Chapnum V ersenum Sent.
The text for each language are stored separately, but the corresponding
sentences have identical IDs. Now, to map these documents into a matrix,
tasks of tokenisation, computing of type frequencies, sorting etc. are involved.
The tokeniser takes each sentences and produces tokens (Figure 3.5). With
each word, the Id of the sentence goes with it, since it is useful for gener-
ating the document matrix later. From this word list token types and their
frequencies are generated (Figure 3.6). Given these two lists of tokens with
sentence Ids and type with frequency the document matrix is constructed
(Figure 3.7). Using the same procedure the target document is also mapped
into a matrix. Every term vector in the source document is then compared
with every term vector in the target document. The one that gives the high-
est score is then taken as the best possible translation.
Figure 3.8 describes a summary of intermediate outputs from the source
document. Table a) in Figure 3.8 is the aligned parallel sentences. Table b)
has terms and their global frequency, Table c)compresses terms in Table b) to
unique terms and their global frequencies. Words in c) are sorted descending
by frequency and ascending by word which makes it simple for focusing on
high or low frequency words separately during analyses of results. Table d)
is a matrix with rows of unique terms in the corpus and columns of unique
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Figure 3.6: Generate type list with frequency.
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sentences in the corpus. The values in the matrix and the local frequencies.
Table e), the English counter part is generated with the same procedure as
the Amharic.
Figure 3.8: Intermediate outputs of distribution analysis.
Another kind of information produced as a byproduct is a translation
memory, consisting of entries consisting of translation equivalents in the two
languages (Figure 3.9).
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Figure 3.9: Translation memory.
Tables a) and b) in Figure 3.9 are the English sources of corpora. In c)
only the sentences and the Id associated with them is extracted.
3.2.5 Aligning the words
Having the distribution information, the next step is to align possible trans-
lation equivalents at a word level. The assumption here is that equivalent
terms are distrubuted comparable throughout the corpus. Of course their
are factors that make this assumption less strong. These could be, the fact
that when using such analysis:
• synonyms are considered to be different from each other and
• inflectional variants are also regarded different from each other.
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For a language like English, which is rich in vocabulary synonyms are
really many. A small system was developed to test if this is true and for an
experiment conducted in a small monolingual parallel corpora of the English
bible by different translators, a similarity score of 0.64 was obtained by using
Dice’s similarity coefficient, giving a binary weights to terms. For sets X and
Y of words used in monolingual parallel texts, Dice’s similarity coefficient
may be defined as:
s =
2|X ∩ Y |
|X|+ |Y |
The procedure goes like this: for each document
1. Clean both texts from punctuation marks
2. Generate type list
3. Count the number of words that are found in both type lists
4. Compute the sum of the number of words in both lists
5. Compute Dice’s similarity coefficient
A score of 0.64 shows that the two documents shared 64% of the words. In
other words the rest of the words in one document are replaced by other terms
which are semantically equivalent to them. The implication of this to the
alignment system is that one word in the Amharic document is translated
by more than one words (alternative words) in the English. For example
the words construct and build may have been translated into one word in
Amharic.
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On the other hand for a language such as Amharic where the inflectional
variants are really numerous [Amsalu and Gibbon, 2005a]; one cannot expect
one variant to occur as often as its English equivalent may.
3.2.6 Thresholds
Obviously, candidates with low score are bad candidates. But the question
is, what values of score are low? To determine this cutting point different
thresholds of score above which candidates could be true translation were
tested on the corpus and the one that gives reasonably good translation pairs
is selected. But again not all candidates with high score are true translations.
In fact, for a small size of corpus many of the candidates with a score of
1.0 are low frequency words. Hence, to control this a second threshold for
frequencies is also set (Figure 3.11).
3.2.7 Filtering mechanism
In statistical methods of alignment, the words that can most likely be cor-
rectly aligned are high frequency words. This is because there are many
instances of these words that enable them to survive from coincidental co-
occurrence with false translations. But for low frequency words, it is highly
likely that just by chance they could co-occur with words that are not their
equivalents. Specially, when the test is made on a small size of corpora,
low frequency words are too many and often coincide with several other low
frequency words.
One commonly used method of avoiding such coincidences is to amputate
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Figure 3.10: Translation lexicon.
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Figure 3.11: Determining threshold Levels
low frequency words from evaluation set. Other methods of filtering are
looking into knowledge sources such as the parts of speech of aligned texts,
machine readable dictionaries, cognate heuristics, etc. [Melamed, 1995]. In
this paper a simple operation of annihilating those words that are aligned
with equal score to different words is made. The results of the first attempt
to screen the candidates with higher score and high frequency is presented
in Table 3.3.
For score >= 0.7 and Σ(Wordj +Wordk)i > 5, among the 38 errors, 30 of
them are due to candidates with Σ(Wordj + Wordk)i between 6− 9. Hence,
the threshold for frequency is set to > 9. Again, keeping the frequency
threshold fixed the score is lowered until 0.55. For scores below 0.55 the
accuracies went below 80%.
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Table 3.3: Candidates of high score and high frequency.
Score Σ(Wordj + Wordk)i Correct Compounds Wrong Total % Correct
>= 0.7 > 5 123 16 38 177 69.49%
>= 0.6 > 9 134 8 20 162 82.72%
>= 0.55 > 9 172 9 24 205 83.90%
To exploit the low frequency words, a two step analysis is assembled. First
a higher threshold is set for them, second a filtering algorithm is designed to
screen those words with multiple equal score translations. For Σ(Wordj +
Wordk)i between 6−9 with score >= 0.8, 64.71% precision has been obtained
before filtering and 82.35% after filtering.
The filter for one and two frequency words, selects all words that match
with a score of 1.0 with one and only one word. After filtering, precisions of
51.61%and 43.55% for two and one frequency words (i.e. Σ(Wordj+Wordk)i
equal to 4 and 2) respectively is achieved.
3.3 Analysis of the results
The score threshold level for which a good percentage was found before fil-
tering is 0.55. This means the distributions of translation candidates need
only overlap in almost half of the case. This is a good news for inflectional
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variants of Amharic that fail to align quite well with their counterpart.
Surprisingly enough our method works well even with low frequency
words. The translation pairs need to have a frequency sum > 9. This means
that each word on average needs to appear in the text only 4.5 times. This is
without filtering. With filtering words of frequency 3 also give good results.
Most other existing systems use a higher frequency threshold [Sahlgren and
Karlgren, 2005, Fung and McKeown, 1994].
The weakness of this system lies on the inability to handle multiword
compounds. Verbal compounds as well as many nominal compounds are
written as two separate words in Amharic[Amsalu and Gibbon, 2005a]. Split
compound alignments are reckoned as wrong matches. Excluding them from
the result set, the accuracy of the experimentation increases to 87.76%.
Lets give an exemplary explanation of the case, for more clarity of the
facts. The analogue for the word ’disciple’ in Amharic is ’da¨k˘a¨ ma¨zmur’. The
constituent words always come together. Nevertheless, a statistical alignment
system knows them to be two separate words. Yet, since they always appear
as a unit, each one of them are likely to match with every word in the English
text with equal score. Suppose we have,
Score <disciple , da¨k˘a¨>= 0.7 and
Score <disciple , ma¨zmur>=0.7
It is easy to excavate them from the result set by simply setting a condi-
tional rule that if a word is aligned with a value which is its best score with
two terms, then accouple the two terms as strings of a compound and align
the single word to them, i.e.,
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Score <disciple , da¨k˘a¨ ma¨zmur>= 0.7
Corpus data can be used to find which string comes first. But there are two
problems that block us from using their score as a measure of their asso-
ciation. First, compounds could be inflected. Inflection may alter either or
both of the elements. If the compound takes a prefix, the first element will be
affected. If the compound takes a suffix the second element will be changed.
This will mess up the scores. The second problem arises for the reason that in
most cases, the second part of the compound can exist unbound. And when
it occurs independently it has alltogether another meaning. In the example
multiword compound, the second part ’ma¨zmur’ means ’song’.
The best plausible solution would possibly be to mark compounds as one
word right from the beginning. That way, even if they are inflected they
will only be affected like any other word would. In an attempt to excerpt
compounds from the corpus, bigram distributions of words were generated.
The procedure followed is,
1. Take monolingual text
2. Generate bigram word list











3. Generate type and frequency for each bigram token
4. Extract the high frequency bigrams
Perhaps because the document size was small there were many non-
compound bigrams that occurred as frequently as the compounds.
3.4 Summary
The work described in this chapter demonstrates that alignment of disparate
languages using statistical methods is viable. It is also possible to gain good
translation matches even for low frequency words with the assistance of sim-
ple filtering measures.
There are two problems that need to be solved, however. The first prob-
lem is that the alignment system gives 1:1 alignments while that should not
be the case always. In Chapter 4 a way of achieving 1:m alignments from
Amharic to English is discussed. The second problem is that such methods of
alignment are regrettably short of achieving high recall. In general, the use of
statistical methods is to achieve high precision at a cost of recall. However,
given a data size of text, we would like to have a lexicon which would be
a good coverage. If not, the lexicon generated would be of minimal use for
natural language processing systems and tools it is deemed to serve. This
surely is a serious problem, particularly for languages with scarcity of data.
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In Chapter 7 a method of maximising recall is discussed.
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Scaling up from Word to
Chunk Alignments
In this chapter an algorithm that synthesises English chunks that are equiv-
alent to Amharic words from parallel corpora is described. Often, when
aligning bilingual corpora we may not get a 1:1 alignment of words. This
is more so in disparate languages pairs. To resolve this problem the widely
used solution is to break down more complex words to their underlining com-
ponents. In this paper an approach that works the other way round where
several words in the simpler language are rather brought together to form a
phrase equivalent to the complex words in the other language is reported.
4.1 Introduction
Natural languages are made of words that are fully formed by rules of gen-
eration that vary across languages. In morphologically complex languages
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a word might be inflected to contain lots of information in it, while in sim-
pler languages the same information might be expressed using several words.
This leads into a situation where, given complex-simple bilingual text pairs,
we often have word alignments of 1:m which are not easy to extract using
automated systems. Amharic-English bitexts fall into this category. In this
paper an attempt to upgrade the 1:1 alignment output in Chapter 3 to 1:m
alignments is reported.
In Section 4.2 Amharic morphosyntax is briefly discussed. In Section 4.3
the results of 1:1 alignments of words using a statistical method of alignment
is presented. Section 4.4 describes methods used to cluster the correct chunks
of English words. Evaluation of the results obtained is made in Section 4.5.
4.2 Amharic morphosyntax
Amharic is a morphologically complex Semitic language whose basic units
are mostly consonantal roots. All classes of words and particularly verbs are
highly inflected. Prepositions, articles, pronouns and conjunctions are often
or always bound to other classes of words. On the other hand, English is a
weekly inflected language with simple morphology. This results in the fact
that Amharic texts are made of a few number of words in comparison to
English; and Amharic texts are consisted of relatively many low frequency
words in general. Table 4.1 presents the statistics of words in the dataset
used.
By the same analogy, Amharic sentences are normally shorter than En-
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glish sentences. For clarity, examplenary description of the case is presented.
Taking the first sentence in Amharic bible and its counter part in English a
1:2 ratio in number of words is observed:
In the beginning God created the heavens and the earth
The Amharic version has 5 words and the English version has 10 words.
The difference in length comes from the difference in the morphological rules
of the two languages. In this particular example, the counter parts of the
grammatical words In, the & and in Amharic are not free morphemes. The
preposition in and the conjunction and are affixes and the definite article
the (which may also occur as a suffix) is omitted in this instance. If these
grammatical words are removed, we also have 5 words in the English sentence.
On the other hand if Amharic words decomposed, the number of morphemes
will be increased:
The number of morphemes increased to 10. The numbers are identical, but
the decomposed morphemes do not really exactly match to those in English.
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Using an affix stripper, it is possible to easily remove some of the affixes.
However, it is quite often difficult to get the borders where the affixes get in
contact with the stem. One reason is because Amharic has syllabic writing
system, as a result whenever an affix that begins with a vowel gets in contact
with the consonant in the stem there is a change in grapheme. Second, vowel
clusters formed during contact undergo alternation process which then make
it difficult to identify the affixes. That is observed in the example on the
word (pl). The stem of this word is (sg). When the suffix which
begins in a vowel is in contact with the last syllable either simply a consonant
or a vowel there occurs a change in the grapheme. The modification in the
last symbol of the stem which becomes the penultimate in the inflected word
is observed on the leg of the symbol.
Note that there are symbols for vowels which are written when they occur at
the beginning of a word or morpheme as in the affix in the example (vowels
seldom occur in the middle of the word when they are pronounced not in
conjunction with the consonant that precedes them).
There are various statistical methods proposed for identifying complex
chunks of expression in a language [Church and Hanks, 1990, Smadja and
McKeown, 1990, Brown et al., 2005]. However, purely statistical methods
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often fail for various reasons. In our case even if an expression in Amharic
could occur several times, a slight difference in inflection causes a miss on
the target. The rareness of such chunks also makes them unidentifiable.
An attempt to generate bi-gram and tri-gram chunks was made to see the
possibilities of capturing compounds that are separate words. The results
showed that other chunks that are not compounds or even expressions that do
not make sense occurred as frequently as the real chunks (see also [Dunning,
1993]). As a result other linguistic approaches alone or with combination of
statistical methods were developed. These approaches were mainly based on
pattern or template recognition [Jacquemin, 1991, Bourigault, 1992, Smadja,
1993, Daille, 1994]. These techniques have been applied to bilingual text
alignment later [Daille et al., 1994, Smadja et al., 1996b, McEnery et al.,
1997].
Considering the complexities in Amharic and the scarcity of linguistic
tools for dealing with such structures and most importantly the increased us-
ability that can be obtained from rather aligning inflected words with chunks
of English words for systems such as machine translation systems, we decided
to construct the chunks of English text equivalent to the inflected forms by
developing a chunk parser. The previous example sentence would then be
aligned in the way in Figure 4.1.
But first it is necessary to obtain 1:1 alignments, because even if it is
possible to construct the chunks we do not know which chunk should be
aligned to which word. So, first rough 1:1 alignments are generated and then
relaxed the English words to obtain the correct chunks.
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Figure 4.1: Model of 1:m alignment.
4.3 1:1 alignment
The 1:1 alignment in Chapter 3 align weakly inflected content bearing words
in English to the highly inflected Amharic words which gave us alignments
of the type in Figure 4.2.
Figure 4.2: Alignment with gap.
In the 83.9% precision alignment in Chapter 3, a lexicon of 205 correctly
aligned words are obtained. Among these aligned words, 42% of them are
rough 1:1 alignments of inflected Amharic words with non-inflected English
words. Therefore, after obtaining the first rough 1:1 alignment, we attempted
to incorporate function words to the lexical word which in the Amharic case
is the lemma (approximately) of the inflected words.
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4.4 Constructing word cluster: 1:m alignment
To help us understand what kind of clusters need to be formed and how to
recognise them we take an excerpt of some of the cases in the 1:1 match
output set. Table 4.2 presents Amharic words together with their gloss and
the corresponding English translations.
Table 4.2: Clusters.
In Table 4.2 one can see that prepositions, articles, pronouns, negation
markers and conjunction happen to be bound with the word that is equivalent
to the English lexicon, which is in many cases the content bearing word.
The word order in which the function words occur in relative to the content
bearing words is in many case regular, which gives us an opportunity to
identify the word clusters needed. The most salient instances are discussed
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in brief subsequently.
4.4.1 Articles
Articles or the function of articles in Amharic is not represented in the same
way as in English. The definite article comes either as a suffix -u attached
to the noun it modifies or is omitted. In the sentences below, (2) is gram-
matically correct, but the form used both in written and spoken language is
the form in (3) omitting the article.
(1) wonba¨r-u (the chair)
(2) midr-it-u molala nat (-it feminine)
(3) midr molala nat
( midr = The earth, nat = is, molala = spherical)
The use of the indefinite articles is not necessary in Amharic texts in general.
When there is a need to stress singularity the term and (one) is placed before
the noun it modifies. In cases where there are other words in between for
example an adjective, such as,
The red ball
The Amharic counter part has the definiteness marker attached to the adjec-
tive. Thus, the chunk The red would be equivalent to qa¨y-u and ball would
be equivalent to kwas.
qa¨y-u kwas (qa¨y=red, kwas=ball).
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4.4.2 Subject and object markers in verbs
In Amharic verbs are inflected in agreement with the subject in the sentence.
This is always the case whether the subject is explicitly indicated or not. This
marker varies with number, gender and person:
sa¨ba¨r-a¨ (he broke)
sa¨ba¨r-a¨c(she broke) etc.
If the object is definite, an object marker suffix is also concatenated next to
the subject marker.
wonba¨r sa¨ba¨r-a¨ (he broke a chair)
wonba¨r-u-n sa¨ba¨r-a¨-w (he broke the chair).
-e on the verb is the subject marker (3rd person, singular, masculine) and -w
is an object marker (3rd person, singular, masculine). The noun (the object)
is also inflected for definiteness and -n is an accusative marker. On the other
hand in English the verb does not accommodate such markers. The subject
and object necessarily exist independently. Syntactically, the subject comes
first followed by the verb followed by the object in simplest cases. There are
cases that cannot be handled robustly, however. The problem comes in cases
when pronouns have the same forms in nominative and accusative cases or
accusative and possessive cases such as:
It dropped first.
He broke it.
In the first case it is a subject in the second case it is the object of the
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verb. When it is subject it comes before the verb and when it is object it
comes after the verb. This creates confusion as to whether to take it with
the word following it or the word preceding it. The same is true for her in
the accusative and when used to indicate possession:
He fired her.
Her pencil is red.
4.4.3 Negation
Negation in Amharic is represented by the prefix al- and the suffix -m. For
example:
al-sa¨ba¨r-ku-t-m (I did not break it)
In this example the whole English sentence should be one chunk, because we
have the subject and object markers as well as the negative marker together
with the verb.
4.4.4 Prepositions
Prepositions are prefixed to nouns, pronouns and adjectives. Many of them
have the form CV (one symbol when written in Amharic writing system). But
in cases where the preposition is longer than one symbol such as wa¨da¨ (to
as used indicating direction as in He went to school), they are written as
separate words. Their position is just before the object they modify similar
to the pronouns in English.
It is evident that these words which are bound in Amharic are found
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around the content word. Hence it is necessary to develop a parser that
could produce these chunks correctly. The English clusters generated are
similar to what [Abney, 1991] calls chunks. Abney, compares chunks to
prosodic patterns. His goal was to generate clusters which would consist of
content words surrounded by function words. In this sense we are also doing
the same thing, except in our case the chunk should match with an Amharic
word. Therefore, we are constrained by the morphology of Amharic words.
Apparently, a parser that traps chunks parallel to Amharic words has
been designed. The parser is fundamentally a window that can perform
three basic operations: relaxing, contracting and sliding. The window starts
at the beginning of an English sentence and relaxes to the right until it finds
a chunk that is saturated, i.e. something equivalent to an Amharic word .
Often it has to relax one step further to check if the next word is part of
the chuck, if it is not it contracts one step backwards. A padding symbol is
placed to mark the end of the chunk and the window slides to search for the
next chunk. What happens in the end is that fewer units of text than the
number of words in an English text are formed. Ideally the number of units
in the English text will be equal to the number of words in the corresponding
Amharic text.
These structures are purely language dependent and the algorithm is
governed by the morpho-syntactic rules of both languages. Since we already
have the 1:1 aligned lexicon, there was no need to deal with the whole doc-
ument. Instead, we identified the chunks for the words in the translation
lexicon. The procedure used is a bit more complex than searching for a sin-
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gle window. This is because the words in the initial lexicon have multiple
occurrences in the documents. So all the co-occurrences of the translation
equivalents throughout the text are searched and then the most frequently
used form is considered as the most likely match.
4.5 Evaluation
Very strict evaluations were made in that even if the chunk constructed may
have the necessary adjuncts, if it contained any single additional word which
in many cases is also a function word, it is considered as a wrong alignment.
The output shows that 72% of chunks were correctly constructed. An
attempt to compute the damage caused on alignments that were correct 1:1
alignments has also been made but the attempt to construct the chunks
resulted in wrong 1:m alignments. Note that all words in the lexicon were
passed through this second procedure, there is no way of automatically know-
ing whether the translation pairs are perfect 1:1 translations or not so the
procedure itself is needed to identify the correct alignments. The precision
obtained after all was 97%. Thus there was a 3% damage.
4.6 Summary
A chunking algorithms for English words which are equivalent with Amharic
words has been developed in this chapter. This chunks allow to make 1:m
alignments from Amharic to English respectively. The morphology and syn-
tax of both languages were taken into consideration in the process. The
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results obtained are encouraging, however, we do not claim that we have
considered all possibilities. More investigation on the relative morphosyn-
tactic rules of the two languages needs to be done. An attempt to construct
chunks in English sentences has been made but not in Amharic sentences.
Equal treatment of both languages would be fair and possibly improve the
results.
On the other hand, generating chunks does not solve the difference in
frequency of translations created due to inflection of one of the languages.
For that it is necessary to develop a morphological analyser for at least the
complex language is necessary. Successive chapters discuss attempts made to
develop a shallow morphological analyser for Amharic. For equal treatment
a simple stripping of the most salient affixes from the English words is also
performed.
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This chapter describes the morphology of Amharic words. A design of a mor-
phological is also presented. Amharic is a Semitic language with an influence
from Cushitic languages which is more visible on the syntax. Amharic verbs
exhibit the typical Semitic non-linear word formation with intercalation (in-
terdigitation) of consonantal roots with vocalic patterns. This also applies
to deverbal nouns and adjectives. The term root is used to refer to lexical
morphemes consisting of consonants, radical for consonant constituents of
roots; and stem for intercalated forms. We decided to describe the rules of
word formation for each class of words; since there is greater regularity of the
inflectional and derivational rules across parts of speech and the subclasses
within them.
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5.1 Verbs
Verbs are morphologically the most complex word class in Amharic, with
many inflectional forms. A substantial set of words in other word classes are
derived primarily from verbs. Consonantal roots carry semantic values of
Amharic verbs. Stems are constructed from these consonantal roots by the
intercalation of vowels governed by patterns of the type CVCVC, CVCC etc.
Prefixes and suffixes are then concatenated to the stem in the regular linear
way.
5.1.1 Roots
Amharic roots are constructed only from consonants. The meaning of the
word lies on the consonantal roots and these consonants do not change during
inflection of the word. There are different views on how many radicals exist
in verb roots. Three of the most dominant views are briefly discussed in the
successive paragraphs.
[Dawkins, 1960], classifies verbs in five groups based on the number of
radicals they have. Those are:
1. Uncontracted three-radical (e.g. sbr ”break”),
2. Contracted three-radical verbs with a vowel instead of the last radical
(eg. sma ”hear”)
3. Contracted three-radical verbs, with a vowel instead of the penultimate
radical (eg. lak ”send”, Tes ”smoke”)
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4. Uncontracted four-radical (eg. mrmr ”investigate”)
5. Contracted four-radical verbs, with a vowel instead of the last radical
(eg. znga ”forget”)
[Bender and Fulas, 1978], on the other hand, classify simple verbs as:
1. biliterals (smh - vowelled form sma),
2. triliterals (sbr, zngh - vowelled form znga) and
3. quadriliterals (mnzr).
They say quinqiliterals and sexiliterals do not really exist; rather they are
derived from triliterals. The biliterals are what [Dawkins, 1960] calls con-
tracted triradicals. Dawkins explains that at some time during the evolution
of the language the stem has contracted, one of its radicals being lost. An
example of such kind of verbs is the verb sma (hear). [Bender and Fulas,
1978] classify this verb as a biliteral with final a; the vowelled form being
sma and the base form smh (triliteral base form from which it comes). The
term base form is used by [Bender and Fulas, 1978] to mean the phonological
part of a lexical entry.
[Yimam, 1999], argues that all verbal roots have uniformly three radicals
in their underlining representations and that variations in the number of such
radicals in surface forms is a result of extensions and/or reductions of one or
more of the three radicals.
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5.1.2 Stems
Most simple verbs have five verbal stems [Dawkins, 1960, Bender and Fulas,
1978]. These stems provide the basis for all tense, aspect, mood etc. They
can have patterns of gemination that are of one of the types A, B or C as
formulated by Dawkins. These patterns are:
• Type A: penultimate consonant geminates in perfect only
• Type B : penultimate consonant geminates throughout the conjugation
• Type C : penultimate consonant geminates in perfect and contingent.
Table 5.1: Conjugation of a typical triradical type A verb root sbr (break)
Aspect Pattern Stem Description
Perfective CVCVC sa¨bba¨r broke
Imperfective CVCC sa¨br break, will break
Jussive CCVC sba¨r break! let sb. break!
Gerund CVCC sa¨br breaking
Infinitive CCVC sba¨r to break
One can observe in Table 5.1, that in the root sbr (trilateral, type A), the
only vowel intercalated is a¨. In principle this is the only vowel intercalated
in other verbs too. When vowels other than the usual a¨ occur in stems, it
is the result of reduction of consonants at sometime in the evolution of the
language or the existence of sharp or flat consonants. Table 5.2 shows the
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the vowelled form of hwq a verb belonging to the class trilateral, type A verb
root with a lost radical. The vowel a occurs due to the reduction of the glide
h in the root.
Table 5.2: Trilateral, type A verb root with a lost radical hwq (know)
Pattern CV CVC CVCC CCVC CVCC CCVC
Stem a¨wa¨q awq I¨wa¨q awq awa¨q
The vowel o alternatively occurs in dialects in cases where flat consonants
are followed by the vowel a¨ such as kwa¨, qwa¨, gwa¨ etc. occur to create radicals
of the form ko, qo, go, etc. (there are about 11 of them, some are said to
have disappeared). When the vowel is short it is converted to u instead of
o. See Table 5.3 for an example of a verb with such alternative forms used
across dialects.
Table 5.3: Trilateral, type A verb root with a flat consonant qwTr (count)
Pattern CVCVC CVCC CCVC CVCC CCVC
Stem qwa¨Ta¨r qwa¨Tr qwTa¨r qwa¨tr qwTa¨r
Stem qoTa¨r qoTr quTa¨ r qotr quTa¨r
The vowel e also refers to an underlining sharp consonant such as Cya¨,
T ya¨, making Ce, Te. You may see in Table 5.4, the conjugation of T ys which
is a verb that belongs to class 81 of [Bender and Fulas, 1978]’s classification.
1See Appendix A for the classification by [Bender and Fulas, 1978]
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Table 5.4: Class 8 verb root T ys
Pattern CVC CVC CVC CVC CVC
Stem Tes Tes Tis Tes Tes
Except for the second person jussive, the stem does not stand on its own.
The minimally inflected stem must at least have a subject marker. The
verb may be inflected for person, gender, number, mood, and tense [Amare,
1997, Yimam, 1994]. The verb is also inflected for benefactive, malfactive,
causative, transitive, passive, negative, etc [Berhane, 1992].
5.1.3 Person
The verb is inflected for person of the subject and object. This is always the
case whether the subject and object are explicitly described or not. They
can exist in the nominative and accusative form. These affixes have different
forms in a verb of the perfective or the imperfective. Table 5.5 presents the
inflections that occur on the verb for different persons and when the person
is in the nominative. The inflection takes place on the perfective verb for the
simple past and the imperfective for the present and future tenses.
The verb is also inflected for the object, the inflections are as listed in
Table 5.6.
The object marker affix does not exist when there are suffixes indicating
malfactive or benefactive functions. For example in sentences such as,
I¨nCa¨t-u-n sa¨ba¨r-a¨-l-N (he broke the wood for me)
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Table 5.5: Inflection for person in the nominative
Person Past Sg. Pres/Fut Sg Past Pl Pres of Fut Pl
1 -ku/hu I¨- -n I¨n -
2Mas -k/h t- -achu t- -u
2Fem -x t- -i -achu t- -u
3Mas -a¨ y- -u y- -u
3Fem -a¨c t- -u y- -u







I¨nCa¨t(wood)-u (def. article)-n (Accus. marker)
sa¨ba¨r(broke)-a¨ (3P, Masc. Sing.)-l (Benf.)-N (1P, Sing.)
The l in sa¨ba¨r-a¨-l-N indicates that the action was done for the benefit of
someone.
I¨nCa¨t-u-n sa¨ba¨r-a¨-b-N (he broke the wood - against my will)
The b indicates that he did it against the benefit of someone. In both cases
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there is no any object marker on the verb indicating the object thewood.
Had it not been for the −l and −b the sentence would be constructed as,
I¨nCa¨t-u-n sa¨ba¨r-a¨-w (the −w indicating 3P, Masc., Sing.(the wood)).
5.1.4 Mood
When a sentence is constructed for different moods the verb is inflected
accordingly cf. Table 5.7. In the mood of negation, when the prefix al- comes
in contact with the affix for the subject marker of the imperfect, it makes a
change that results in the affix in the brackets. Hence, for instance, for the
first person singular, al-I¨- results in simply al-. In most cases, however, the
negation al- occurs together with -m at the end of the verb. One can say
alma¨Ta (I will not come) or alma¨Tam and the second one is more common
and probably almost the only one used in writing.
5.1.5 Tense
The main categories of time being three, these broader categories of time can
have smaller subdivisions that create six categories. These six categories are
as in Table 5.8.
These tenses are expressed in two verb forms (the perfective or the imper-
fective) and the auxiliary verbs ala¨, na¨w and na¨ba¨r. The remote and recent
past are based on the imperfect verb form. They also take the same types of
inflection. Their difference lies on the auxiliary verb they use. The remote
past is constructed with the help of na¨ba¨r which is the auxiliary verb of the
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Table 5.7: Inflection for mood
Person Statement. Command Question Negation
Singular
1 -ku/hu - l- al-¨I- (al-)
2Mas -k/h - - al t- (at-)
2Fem -x -i - al-t- (at- -i)
3Mas -a¨ y- al-y- (ay-)
3Fem -a¨c t- al-t- (at-)
Plural
1 -n - I¨n- al- I¨n- (an-)
2 -achu -u - al- t- (at-)
3 -u - y- -u al- y- (ay-)
past. Whereas the the recent past is constructed with the auxiliary verb of
the present ala¨ (-al when it comes as suffix) cf. Table 5.9.
The simple past tense indicates that the action is in the past but does not
indicate when in the past (how far) it was performed (See Table 5.10).
The verb in the present and future tenses is inflected in the same way. These
tenses can be ambiguous unless an adverb indicating the future or the present
is within the sentence. See Table 5.11.
The present continuous tense shows an action that is taking place continu-
ously at the present. These tense is formed by the prefix I¨ya¨- and by the
auxiliary verb na¨w when used with a perfective stem. An example is,
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Table 5.8: Tenses in Amharic
Tense Description
Remote past An action that took place a long time ago
Recent past Recently completed action
Simple past No indication of how far in the past the
action took place
Present and Future The present and future tenses in sentences
can be ambiguous unless adverbs of time
are included in the sentence
Present continuous Continuous action in the present
Past continuous Continuous action in the past
Kasa I¨nCa¨t I¨ya¨-sa¨ba¨ra¨ na¨w (Kasa is breaking wood)
The prefix I¨ya¨- actually only shows the continuity of the action and not the
period of the action. Rather the auxiliary verb na¨w tells the action is in the
present. So now when constructing the past continuous tense the same prefix
I¨ya¨- is used but together with the auxiliary verb of the past which is na¨ba¨r.
In the past the above sentence is written,
Kasa I¨nCa¨t I¨ya¨-sa¨ba¨ra¨ na¨ba¨r (Kasa was breaking wood)
It can also be correct to express the past continuous with the prefix y-,
Kasa I¨nCa¨t y-sa¨br na¨ba¨r
But this statement could be ambiguous in that it can also show a habitual
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action in the past. So one can only be sure of continuity when using I¨ya¨-.
Note that the verb in the past continuous tense is also in the imperfective.
There are verbs that do not obey the above inflectional affixes. These verbs
are what the early linguists call, the verb to have and verb to be. In Amharic
there are two verbs of this type na¨w (verb to be) and alla¨ (verb to have).
They need to be handled separately in computation.
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Table 5.11: Inflections for the present and future tenses
Person Singular. pl
1 t- -al-a¨-hu I¨n- -al-a¨-n
2Mas t- -al-a¨-h t- -al -achu
2Fem t- -al-a¨-x t- -al -achu
3Mas y- -al y- -al -u
3Fem t- -al-a¨c y- -al -u
5.1.6 Phonological alternations
Change of vowel occurs when vowel clusters come in sequence during af-
fixation. The phonological alternations that occur in Amharic words are
summarised in Table 5.12. The cluster is made taking an entry in the first
column first followed an entry in the first raw. For example aa is alternated
into a, ae is alternated into aye, ...
Another processes that takes place during word formation is palatalisation.
Palatalisation causes change of sound that affect the grapheme. This occurs
when a dental consonant is followed by the vowel a¨ or i. Table 5.13 shows
the corresponding dental and palatal consonants.
The changes that occur are such that, for instance di gets changed to either
ji or j whereas da¨ changes to only ja¨.
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Table 5.12: Alterations in vowel clusters
- a e i o u a¨
a a aye ay awo aw a
e eya eye ey ewa ew a¨
i iya iye i iwo iw iya
o owa oye oy owo ow o
u uwa uye - uwo uw wa
a¨ a a¨ye - o a¨w a¨
5.1.7 Derived verbs
Verbs could also be derived from other words. But instead of being derived
from words of other categories, Amharic verbs are derived from other verbs
[Amare, 1997]; [Yimam, 1994]. These derived verbs can be adragi, ta¨da¨ragi
asda¨ragi, adaragi, ta¨daragi, da¨raragi, ta¨da¨rarragi, ada¨raragi morphemes. Us-
ing the verbs sbr and flg, each of the forms are as presented in Table 5.14.
5.1.8 Compound verbs
A few verbs in Amharic can only exist as compound verbs. They are created
by combining the words ala¨ (said) or ada¨ra¨ga¨ (did) with words that cannot
stand on their own.
zm ala¨ (he kept quite)
qa¨T ala¨ (he stood straight up)
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zm ada¨ra¨ga¨ (he made sb. quite)
qa¨T ada¨ra¨ga¨ (he made sth. straight)
However, all verbs can potentially form compounds in combination with
ala¨ (passive) ada¨ra¨ga¨ (active) to indicate mostly sudden happening of an
event or action. Look at the forms below:
sbr ala¨ (it broke suddenly)
sbr ada¨ra¨ga¨ (he broke it suddenly)
Note that these verb compounds are written as two separate words. When
they get inflected, however, they inflect as a single word would. A prefix to
such compounds is attached on the left side of the first word and a suffix is
concatinated on the right side of the second word.
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Table 5.14: Verbal derivations
Derivation Derived form for
the root sbr
Gloss
adragi sa¨ba¨r he broke
ta¨da¨ragi ta¨-sa¨ba¨r it got broken
asda¨ragi as-sa¨ba¨r he made sb. break sth
adaragi a-saba¨r he took part in breaking
ta¨daragi t-saba¨r they broke each other
da¨raragi sa¨baba¨r he broke sth to several pieces
ta¨da¨rarragi ta¨-sa¨baba¨r it got broken into several pieces
ada¨raragi as-ta¨-sa¨baba¨r he made sb break sth to several pieces
5.2 Nouns
Amharic nouns may be grouped into basic (or primitive) and derived nouns.
Primitive nouns are nouns that cannot be formed from other words by deriva-
tion. They exist by themselves. bet (house), ma¨ret (earth) and I¨sat (fire) are
examples of such primitive nouns. There are also nouns derived from verb
roots and other parts of speech. Some examples of derived verbs are dbq
(secretive - derived from the verb dbq- to hide), da¨gna¨t (cheerfulness - de-
rived from the adjective da¨g- cheerful), xuma¨t (post - derived from the verb
xom-to appoint). Both basic and derived nouns are inflected for number,
gender, case and definiteness.
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5.2.1 Number
Most plural nouns are formed by adding a plural marker affix to the singular
form. Some plurals are, however, formed by full reduplication of the singular
noun. Nouns that are inherited from Geez are exceptions to these ways of
making plural. It is also possible to express plurality by using a quantifier
number or an adjective before the noun in a sentence while not changing the
noun. Instances of each of these processes of pluralisation are discussed in
the next paragraphs.
Suffix plural markers
There is a lot of regularity among nouns in forming plurals. Nouns that have
a vowel ending take the suffix −woc while those with a consonant ending
take the suffix −oc to form their plurals. Some nouns with a vowel ending
may also as an alternative omit the last vowel and attach −oc. Table 5.15
describes this phenomena.




wuxa wuxa-woc / wux-oc dog(s)
Nouns are not the only category of words that take −oc as a suffix to
form plurals but adjectives too form their plurals in the same fashion. So,
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one cannot consider a word to be a noun because of only its plural ending.
Nouns inherited from Geez do not necessarily take these suffixes while making
plurals. Table 5.16 lists some nouns inherited from Geez. Often, the mere
affixation of plural markers is avoided.
Table 5.16: Plurals of singular nouns inherited from Geez
Singular Plural (Alternative) Gloss
ma¨zga¨b ma¨zagbt ma¨zga¨boc archive(s)
ma¨Shaf ma¨Sahft meShafoc book(s)
koka¨b ka¨wakbt koka¨boc star(s)
anba¨ssa anabst anba¨ssoc lion(s)
ngus na¨ga¨stat ngusoc king(s)
But some plural nouns in Geez are inherited in Amharic as singular and
they take additional plural marker. Table 5.17 shows the plural suffix −oc
attached to an already plural noun. Note, however, that the plural does not
indicate collection of the same thing but collection of similar things. For
example qus-a-qus is not used for several pieces of one type of kitchen item
but collection of may be dishes, forks, stove etc.
Country and tribe name plural marker
The suffix −awi attached to names of countries and tribes ending in con-
sonants yields nouns that describe citizenship/tribe one belongs to. This
suffix will be −wi when the name of the county or tribe is a vowel. Such
derived nouns formed by affixing −awi have the feminine gender indicator
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Table 5.17: Plurals of plural nouns inherited from Geez
Geez pl.noun Amharic pl.
Mekuannt mekuanntoc
Liqawint liqawintoc
suffix −awit. For plurals, these nouns have the suffix −yan and drop the
last −i (m) or −it (f) (See Table 5.18).
Table 5.18: Plurals indicating citizenship
Noun Gloss
ityoPiya Ethiopia
ityoPiyawi Ethiopian (sg. masc.)
ityoPiyawit Ethiopian (sg. fem.)
ityoPiyawyan Ethiopian (pl.)
Using numbers or adjective quantifiers
Plurals are also formed by using a singular noun preceded by a number or
an adjective which describes quantity. For example, one can say,
They both indicate plural nouns. But in the case where a non-number
quantifier is used, it is more like the quantifier + sing noun refers to a bigger
quantity really many, while the one with quantifier + pl noun means a few.
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Table 5.19: Phrases indicating plurality
Phrase Gloss
10 fya¨loc 10 goats or
10 fya¨l 10 goat
bzu fya¨loc many goats or
bzu fya¨l many goat
Uncountable nouns
Uncountable nouns on the other hand never take affixes for number. Their
magnitude is described by using quantifiers the same way as in English. See
Table 5.20.
Table 5.20: Magnitude in uncountable nouns
Uncountable noun Gloss
bzu skuar a lot of sugar
Tiqit skuar a little amount of sugar
Collective nouns
It is common to use collective singular nouns. For instance the word goma¨n
(cabbage) is a singular noun but used for several sticks or leaves of cabbage.
But plurals which indicate collection of similar items (not the same kind of
items) are formed by reduplication of the noun itself. For example Table 5.21,
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Table 5.21: Plurals made by reduplication
Sing Gloss Plural Gloss
qTa¨l leaf qTa¨l-a-qTa¨l leaves
Tre cereal Tre-a-Tre cereals
qus kitchen item qus-a-qus utensils
5.2.2 Gender
Amharic has two genders: masculine and feminine. Things that are naturally
male have masculine gender and things that are naturally female have also
feminine gender. For things that are not either male or female naturally, the
gender female is used when the thing is either small or adorable the gender
male is used otherwise. This makes the situation precisely contextual and
determined only by the individual using it momentarily.
Naturally masculine things are sometimes called with a feminine gender,
especially in spoken language, when the speaker wants to emphasise how
small or how clever or adorable the thing (also works for human beings)
is. Masculine nouns do not have any gender marker to indicate their being
masculine, while, feminine nouns have the feminine gender marker affix -it to
indicate their being feminine. When the noun has a vowel ending the suffix
−yit is used rather than −it. Table 5.22 presents an examples explaining
this.
If the feminine gender marker −it and the definiteness marker −u are
removed from the above nouns, the gender is not clear. But with −u as
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Table 5.22: Feminine and masculine nouns
Noun Fem. Noun Masc. Gloss
ljitu = lj(child)-it(fem.)-u(definiteness) lj-u The child
dmma¨t-it-u dmma¨t-u The cat
znja¨ro-yit-u znja¨ro-w The monkey
doro-yit-u doro-w The hen(cock)
in lj − u and dmmet − u, the noun refers to masculine definite noun ”the
child” and ” the cat”, respectively. When the noun has a vowel ending,
however, −w is attached rather than −u. In feminine nouns the definiteness
marker −u can also be be replaced by −wa. They serve the same purpose;
ljitu = lijitwa. Each one of them may be used more often in certain areas.
The gender marker in the noun should always agree with the gender marker
of the verb. The gender marker -a¨c on verbs indicates feminine gender. Thus,
only nouns that have the feminine gender marker -it go with verbs having
the suffix -a¨c. For instance, while,
ba¨g-itu mot-a¨c ”The sheep (fem.) died” ,
is acceptable because the affixes −itu and -a¨c indicate feminine gender. The
sentence
ba¨g-itu mot-a¨ ”the sheep died”,
is not acceptable since -a¨ is a masculine gender marker of the verb. Some
nouns are distinct in gender lexically as shown below without marking gender
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markers externally or explicitly. The examples in Table 5.23 are nouns that
indicate gender without using any gender marker(s).
Table 5.23: Lexically distinct genders
Noun (masculine) Gloss Noun (feminine) Gloss
ba¨re ox lam cow
abbat father I¨nnat mother
Inanimate objects are generally treated as masculine. But, occasionally,
there are certain things (i.e. inanimate objects) that should be treated as
feminine as in the following examples.






Nouns inflect for accusative and genitive cases. In the accusative nouns
change their form by simply taking the suffix −n independent of number,
person and gender. It is a little bit complicated in the genitive, because
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because the case markers vary depending on the possessor’s number and
gender. The complete listing of case markers is presented in Table 5.25.
Table 5.25: Case markers for the accusative and genitive forms
Case Features
Nominative Accusative Genitive Person
No case markers -n -e 1p masc./fem. sing.
” -h 2p masc. sing.
” -x 2p fem. sing.
” -u 3p masc. sing.
” -wa 3p fem. sing.
” -acn 1p pl.
” -achu 2p pl.
” -aca¨w 3p pl.
5.2.4 Definiteness
Definite noun markers are suffixes that vary depending on the gender of the
noun. Their distribution is determined phonologically. For instance, singular
nouns ending with consonants use the definite noun marker −u for masculine
gender and −wa or −itu for feminine genders. If the nouns end with a vowel,
the definite markers change to −w for masculine and −wa, −yt, −ytu, or
−ytwa for feminine. Table 5.26 shows instances.
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Table 5.26: Definiteness in singular nouns
Nouns (sing). Definite
- Gloss Masculine Feminine Gloss
bet House bet-u bet-wa The house
wa¨nba¨r Chair wa¨nba¨r-u wa¨nba¨r-wa The chair
ta¨mari Student ta¨mari-w ta¨mari-wa/ytu/yt/ytwa The student
ba¨g Sheep ba¨g-u ba¨g-wa/itu/it/itwa The sheep
ahya donkey ahya-w ahya-wa/yt The donkey
ToTa monkey ToTa-w - The monkey
geta master geta-w - The master
doro hen doro-w doro-wa/ytu/ytwa the cock/hen
Plural nouns, on the other hand, take the only definite noun marker −u
irrespective of their gender Table 5.27. That is, definite noun markers for
singular masculine nouns and plural nouns (masculine as well as feminine)
are the same.
5.2.5 Compound nouns
Several nouns are formed by compounding two words. The two words are
either noun+noun or noun+adjective. When the two words are combining,
the vowel -a¨- is used to link the two words. A few compound nouns are
presented in Table 5.28. Compound nouns, just like simple nouns, inflect to
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Table 5.27: Definiteness in plural nouns
Noun (pl.) Definite noun Gloss
bet-oc bet-oc-u The houses
wa¨nba¨r-oc wa¨nba¨r-oc-u The chairs
ba¨g-oc ba¨g-oc-u The sheep (pl)
accommodate number, gender, definiteness, case, etc in same way as non-
compound nouns.
Table 5.28: Compound nouns
Noun Noun Compound Noun Gloss
bet (house) krstyan (Christian) beta¨krstyan church
ma¨nfa¨q (six months) lelit (night) ma¨nfa¨qa¨lelit midnight
bunna (coffee) bet (house) bunnabet bar
bahr (sea) zaf (tree) bahrzaf eucalyptus tree
A noun could take one or several of the affixes for the different inflection.
When there are multiple affixes, the position of an affix relative to the noun
or other affixes is constrained. Table 5.29 gives a clue on the relative positions
of the affixes.
Where, S1 denotes Plural marker; S2 denotes Affix of possessive pronouns
for the genitive; S3 denotes definiteness marker; S4 denotes Accusative suffix
S5 denotes emphasis marker. The order among the suffixes S1, S2, S3, S4
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Table 5.29: Affix positions in nouns
S1 S2 S3 S4 S5
-oc -e -u -n -m
-woc -h/k -w - -
- -u -wa - -
- -wa -itu - -
- -acn -ytu - -
- -achu -ytuwa - -
- -aca¨w - - -
and S5 is,
S1-S2-S3-S4-S5.
Nouns can be derived from verbs as well as from other nouns and from
adjectives
5.2.6 Nouns derived from verbs
Nouns can be derived from verbal roots. [Dawkins, 1960] discusses five groups
of nouns derived from verbs: infinitive, the agent, the instrument, the manner
and the product.
The infinitive: is a verb-noun, since it partakes in the nature of both a verb
and a noun. It is a verbal in that it describes an action and it is a substantive
as it is the name of the action. Both the infinitive and the -ing form of the
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English verb-nouns are translated by the Amharic infinitive.
The agent : denotes the performer of the action of the verb.
Instrument : Agent and instrument forms are quite distinct. The instrument
denotes means, or place employed for performing the action of the verb.
The product : denotes what is produced by the action of the verb.
The manner : denotes the manner in which the activity is performed. Ta-
ble 5.30 has instances showing the different forms.
Table 5.30: The infinitive, agent, instrument, product and manner
root infinitive Agent Instrument Product Manner
sbr ma¨-sba¨r sa¨bar-i ma¨-sba¨r-iya sbrat a-sa¨baba¨r
flg ma¨-fa¨la¨g fa¨lag-i ma¨-fa¨la¨g-iya flagot a-fa¨lala¨g
hwq ma¨-awoq awaq-i ma¨-awoq-iya Iwqa¨t -
flh ma¨-fla-t a-fl-i(a-f-yi) ma¨-afl-iya fl a-fa¨lal
frs ma¨-fra¨s a-frax ma¨-afra¨x-iya/a frax a-fa¨rara¨s
Tyq ma¨-Ta¨ya¨q Ta¨yaq-i ma¨-Ta¨ya¨q-iya tyaqE a-Ta¨yaya¨q
qdh ma¨-qda-t qa¨j-i ma¨-qj-iya/a qji a-qa¨dad
nwr ma¨-nor nwar-i ma¨-nor-iya nuro a-nwanwar
[Amare, 1997] and [Yimam, 1994], present several instances of nouns cre-
ated from verb roots by intercalating different vowels between the radicals;
and others that are created by adding suffixes to the root without vowel
intercalation cf. Tables 5.31, 5.32, 5.33.
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Table 5.31: Nouns derived from verb roots by intercalation.






Table 5.32: Nouns derived from verb roots by consonant reduction
Verb root Derived noun Reduction
Tmh Tm h→null
Twm Tom Tw →To
5.2.7 Nouns derived from other nouns
Nouns take certain affixes to form derived nouns. In Table 5.34 instances of
the different affixes that nouns take other nouns is presented.
5.2.8 Nouns derived from adjectives
Adjective also take certain affixes to form nouns. Table 5.35 shows typical
examples.
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Table 5.33: Nouns derived from verb roots by attaching different suffixes





wTh wT-Et h→null, CC-Et
ftn fa¨ta¨n-a Ca¨Ca¨C-a
Table 5.34: Nouns derived from other nouns






Pronouns can be free or bound. The bound pronouns are discussed with verb
morphology. Free personal pronouns take the affixes for nouns when used in
the Accusative and Genitive. Table 5.36 presents free personal pronouns.
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Table 5.35: Nouns derived from adjectives





Adjectives modify nouns. The adjectives come before the noun they modify.
They can be of different functions:
• Those that describe type: qa¨y (red), Tqur (black), ...
• Those that describe behaviour: sa¨na¨f (lazy), kfu (mean), ...
• Those that describe size/quantity: tlq(gross), bzu (many), ...
Adjectives could be simple or derived. The number of simple adjectives are
relatively fewer. Some simple adjectives are listed in Table 5.37. Adjectives
are inflected for number, case and definiteness.
5.4.1 Number
There are two ways of plural formation: by adding the suffix −oc to the
singular adjective or by reduplication of penultimate consonant and insertion
of the vowel a cf. Table 5.38. The number of the adjective and the number
of the noun it modifies have to agree. In the sentences below, the second
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sentence is not correct because the adjective is plural but the noun is singular.
Remember the number of the noun has also to agree with the number of the
verb.
aCaCr ljoc ma¨Tu = Short (pl) children came (pl)
aCaCr lj ma¨Tu = Short (pl) child came (pl)
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tnx small or little
ra¨jm tall
fa¨Tan fast






5.4.2 Gender and definiteness
Adjectives exhibit a masculine or feminine gender. The genders are expressed
by the definite article suffixes which are also gender markers in the noun
(commonly, -it and u). The gender of the adjective should also agree with the
gender of the noun. When not using the definite article, the adjective could
be either feminine or masculine. This can be contextually understood by
considering the gender of the noun modified by the adjective. The following
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example demonstrates that. The adjective wofram does not have any gender
marker, but it modifies a feminine noun.
wofram lam = fat cow
The other forms of definite article coming with nouns, such as -yt/ytu
for feminine nouns with vowel ending and -w for masculine noun with vowel
ending also work for adjectives. The alternative -wa in place of -u for the
feminine also holds.
5.4.3 Case
The case observed for adjectives is the case of the noun they modify. But
the case for the genitive seen in the nouns is not marked in the adjective.
Only the accusative marker −n makes a change in the form of an adjective
modifying an accusative noun. The sentence below suffices to support the
discussion,
qa¨yu-n Cama ada¨ra¨ga¨w
qa¨yu-n (the red) Cama (shoes) ada¨ra¨ga¨w (he wore)
Note that, when the accusative affix exists on the adjective, it is no more in
the noun.
Adjectives can be derived from verbs, nouns or from verbal morphemes
[Amare, 1997].
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5.4.4 Adjectives derived from verbs
Adjectives are derived from the roots of the verbs. Different kinds or meth-
ods of derivation from verbal roots exist. Table 5.39 shows the possible
conjugations. Insertion of a¨ between the radicals,
Table 5.39: Adjectives derived from verb roots
root Ca¨Ca¨C Ca¨CC CCuC Ca¨CaC
snf sa¨na¨f - - -
qbT qa¨ba¨T - - -
drq da¨ra¨q - - -
rzm - ra¨Zm - -
ITr - aCr - -
gzf - - gzuf -
kbr - - kbur -
Tqr - - Tqur -
fTn - - - fa¨Tan
qll - - - qa¨lal
lgs - - - la¨gas
5.4.5 Adjectives derived from nouns
Adjectives are derived from nouns by attaching the suffixes −eNa, −ma/ama
or −am. −ma is attached for nouns with final a and −ama otherwise cf.
Table 5.40.
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Table 5.40: Adjectives derived from nouns
Noun Noun-a¨Na Noun-ma/ama Noun-am
na¨ga¨r na¨ga¨r-a¨Na - -
mls mlas-a¨Na - -
kurat kurat-a¨Na - -
ayn - ayna-ma -
ta¨rara - ta¨rar-ama -
hod - - hod-am
5.4.6 Adjectives derived from verbal morphemes
By attaching −awi, −a, or −u on certain morphemes; derived adjectives can
be formed cf. Table 5.41.
5.4.7 Compound adjectives
Compound adjectives are formed by compounding a noun and an adjective
cf. Table 5.42.
5.5 Adverbs
An adverb describes the time, place and conditions in which the action of the
verb took place. The adverbs in Amharic are very few. But the function of
the adverb can be accomplished by other words and phrases. Noun phrases,
prepositional phrases and subordinate clauses do the function of adverbs.
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Table 5.41: Adjectives derived from morphemes
Morpheme Morpheme-eNa Morpheme-a Morpheme-u
za¨ma¨n za¨ma¨n-awi - -
xa¨raf - xa¨raf-a -
qorat - qorat-a -
qoxax - qoxax-a -
kf - - kfu
zng - - zngu
Table 5.42: Compound adjectives
Noun Linker Adjective Compound adj.
xl a¨ muq xla¨muq
Igr a¨ qa¨Cn Igra¨qa¨Cn







Some phrases that serve as adverbs are presented in the following sentences:
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Thomas na¨ga¨ fa¨ta¨na yifa¨ta¨nal = Thomas will take exam tomorrow.
Thomas (Nom.) na¨ga¨ (Noun as Adv.) fa¨ta¨na (Acc) yifa¨ta¨nal (verb)
woda¨ ga¨Ta¨r hEdin = We went to the country
woda¨ ga¨Ta¨r (Prepositional phrase as Adv) hEdin (Verb)
brCqow ba¨-dnga¨t ta¨sa¨ba¨ra¨ = The glass got broke suddenly.
brCqow (Nom) ba¨-dnga¨t (Prepositional phrase as adv) ta¨sa¨ba¨ra¨ (Verb)
5.6 Prepositions and conjunctions
Conjunctions and prepositions in Amharic have similar behaviors and they
are categorized in the same class of words (mestewadid). They exist as affixes
to nouns or verbs (ka¨-(from), sla¨- (about), la¨-(to, for) ).
So much about the morphology of Amharic verbs, the development of a
morphological analyser to deal with these word formation processes is dis-
cussed in the next chapter.
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Morphological analysers are the very basic and very useful tools for natu-
ral language computing. In a system like the one developed in this project
the use of morphological analysers is of paramount importance. In aligning
translation texts, when grammatical functions of a word are expressed by
inflecting it in one language and in the other language grammatical func-
tions are expressed using independent words, it happens that a very much
inconsistent counts of words is observed. Hence, the judgements made based
on these counts is also distorted. To avoid this a morphological analyser is
developed.
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6.2 Design
Natural language texts are made of words that are sequences of morphemes
combined in some format. When computing natural language texts, however,
morphemes are in many cases more useful than words. Hence, the need
for a morphological analyser that decomposes words into their component
morphemes. It could also be the case that not all morphemic components
are important but a reduced canonical form for words that are related. Some
applications that need morpheme level information are: information retrieval,
machine translation, thesaurus, spell checkers, hyphenating systems, speech
recognition, etc.
A morphological analyser takes a string of morphemes as an input and
gives an output of underlining morphemes or morphosyntactic interpreta-
tions(lexical forms). For instance the word ”students” can be analysed as,
students = student + s or
students = student + noun + plural
Either of the two cases are correct, but what should be included in the
analysis side is the choice of the linguist depending on what is needed for
the application. One thing is, however, important in either cases; one has to
know the rules of word formation in the particular language of concern.
Considering Amharic words, words can be analysed to produce a stem or
a root as the canonical form. In Semitic languages the root is in many cases
used as a base form, for reasons that the stems are really not of different
underlining meaning as long us they are generated from the same root even
if they have different grapheme .
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It is quite clear that several surface forms are generated from the roots.
Figure 6.1 gives a simplified diagram of how big number of words are gener-
ated from a single root sbr (break).
Figure 6.1: Word formation sketch
The function below shows how words can be formed from roots.
f = {(r, w)|r ∈ R ∧ w ∈ W ∧ W = f(r) = RMP (r)}
Where, r denotes the root; w denotes a surface form; R denotes the set of
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roots in the language; W denotes the set of words (or verbs in particular)
in the language; RMP denotes the rules of morphotactics and phonological
alternations.
One can also express the process of word formation in two steps:
root → stems → words
f = {(r, s)|r ∈ R ∧ s ∈ S ∧ S = f(r) = IC(r)},
generates stems from roots (root → stems). Where, IC denotes intercala-
tion; s denotes the stem and S denotes the set of stems.
The function ,
f = {(s, w)|s ∈ S ∧ w ∈ W ∧W = f(s) = A(s)},
generates words from stems (stems → words). Where, A denotes affixation.
In the next sections of this paper, the system architecture, the internal
behaviours and external interaction of a word generation system is presented.
The process of word formation is discussed in depth rather than the process
of analysis of words because the analysis is a function of the morphological
and phonological rules of word formation. One can visualize a morphological
analyser to be a system that is invoked by a user who basically has a word or
words and tries to obtain the analysis. The use case diagram in Figure 6.2
shows the interaction of the user with the system,
To analyse a word the system must first recognize the word, which implies
that it has a repository of words from which it can search the words. If it
does not find the word input by the user in the repository it does not analyse
it. Figure 6.3 describes the general work flow during analysis.
The words in the repository are words some how generated from roots.
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Figure 6.2: Analyse word use case
Figure 6.3: System activity to user request
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This demands for the system to have a lexicon of roots. But this lexicon of
roots needs rules of generation to make up words. In addition affixes that
are concatenated to the roots or stems need also to be part of the system.
The activity diagram in Figure 6.4 shows the work flow of word generation
and analysis.
Figure 6.4: Word generation and Analysis
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The realization of the activities is made possible by the existence and in-
teraction of different classes in the system. The Class Diagram in Figure 6.5.
shows the classes in a morphological analyser and their relationships.
As you may observe in the class diagram; on a root several affixes can be
attached and these same affixes can be attached to other roots. Note that
affixes are not concatenated to the roots directly but to the stems generated
from them. Again from one root several surface forms (words can be gener-
ated). The input to the analyser is a list of words obtained from corpora.
From a single corpora several input words are naturally obtained, which are
then possibly analysed by the analyser.
The major activities in the word formation process are intercalation and
affixation. The design of these operations and other activities such as gem-
ination, reduplication, insertion and phonological alternations is presented
below.
Intercalation: It is a process by which vowels are inserted in between
the consonants of the root. The details for each class of verbs is discussed in
the review of Amharic verb morphology in chapter 2. Figure 6.6. shows an
interaction of the a triradical root R1R2R3 with a vowel e in CV templates
CVCVC, CVCC and CCVC. The result is stems R1eR2eR3, R1eR2R 3and
R1R2eR3.
Gemination: Gemination patterns of Type A, Type B or Type C occur
in the stems. A Type A gemination, which is gemination of the penultimate
consonant in the perfective is formed as.
R1eR2eR3 → R1eR2R2eR3
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Figure 6.5: Classes and their relation
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Gemination in the Type C verbs is,
R1eR2eR3 → R1eR2R2eR3
R1eR2R3 → R1eR2R2R3
Reduplication and Vowel insertion: Occur in derived verbs are han-
dled in the manner,
R1eR2eR3 → R1eR2a R2eR3
Where the penultimate consonant is duplicated and a vowel a is inserted
in between the penultimate consonant and the duplicate consonant.
Simple vowel change that occurs in verbs where the subject is the causative
of the action is manifested in the perfective stem. The vowel next to the first
consonant.
R1eR2eR3 → R1aR2R2eR3
Affix concatenation: Concatenates prefixes and suffixes to the stem.
Figure 6.7 describes the process.
In the end a morphological analyser based on finite-state formalisms is
developed. The major word formation processes are addressed in depth.
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Figure 6.7: Affix concatenation
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6.3 Implementation
Many basic procedures in natural language processing standardly employ
finite-state techniques for implementation, including tokenisation, phonolog-
ical and morphological analysis, shallow parsing, spelling correction and oth-
ers; cf. [Karttunen, 2003]. Morphological constructions can be described
particularly efficiently with regular expressions; cf. [Beesley and Karttunen,
2003], [Kay, 1987], [Koskenniemi, 1984], and [Kiraz, 2000].
6.4 Finite-state machines
Finite-state machines (FSMs) are abstract machines. They are consisted of a
finite-number of states and transition functions. Given an input, they jump
through a series of states according to a transition function. FSMs are com-
piled from regular expressions. Since most morphological phenomena can
be described with regular expressions finite-states machines have become
straight forward in modelling morphological processes. FSMs are bidirec-
tional by nature. In other words they can be used for both morphological
analysis and generation. FSMs can be represented using a state transition
diagram as in Figure 6.8.
6.4.1 Finite-state automata
Finite-state machines with one tape are known as finite-state automaton
(FSAs). A FSA simply accepts the strings of a single language. It gives
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Figure 6.8: Finite-state machine.
a binary output, saying either yes or no to answer whether the input is
accepted by the machine or not. The language defined would contain every
word accepted by the machine. If all input is processed the current state
is an accepting state, the input is accepted, otherwise not. The acceptor
automata in Figure 6.9 has the language containing the strings: work, worked
and working.
Figure 6.9: An acceptor automata.
Formally, an acceptor finite-state automaton is described in a quintuple
< Σ, Q, q0, δ, F >, where:
• Σ is the input alphabet (a finite non empty set of symbols).
• Q is a finite set of states.
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• q0 is an initial state, an element of Q.
• δ is the state transition function: δ : QxΣ → Q.
• F is the set of final states, a subset of Q.
6.4.2 Finite-state transducers
Finite-state machines can also have two tapes. Such FSMs are called finite-
state transducers (FSTs). A FST transduces the contents of its input tape
to its output tape cf. Figure 6.10. It encodes a relation between two regular
languages. The FST in Figure 6.11 describes the relation between the lower
and upper languages:
1. Lower language: work, worked, and working
2. Upper language: work, work+past, and work+cont
Figure 6.10: FST logic.
A finite-transducer T is formally described in a six tuple < Σ, Γ,Q,q0, F,
δ > such that:
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Figure 6.11: Finite-state transducer.
• Σ is a finite set, called the input alphabet;
• Γ is a finite set, called the output alphabet;
• Q is a finite set of states;
• q0 is the set of initial states (a subset of Q);
• δ is the state transition function: δ : QxΣ → QxΓ
• F is the set of final states (a subset of Q).
6.5 Regular expressions
FSTs are generally compiled from regular expressions. Regular expressions
are formal languages for representing sets and relations. Regular expres-
sion operators help to build complex regular expressions. Most frequently
used operators include concatenation, union, subtraction, composition, cross
product and replace rules. For regular languages or relations A & B,
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• Concatenation (A B): extend each string of language A with all the
strings of language B
• Union (A | B): a language with all the strings of the languages A & B
• Subtraction (A − B): strings in language A but not in language B.
• Composition (A.o.B): if A = a : b and B = b : c then,
A.o.B = a : c
• Crossproduct (A.x.B): For A = a and B = b | c then,
A.x.B = a : b | a : c
Complex Replace Rules allow us to define complicated finite-state tasks.
For regular languages A and B,
• Simple replacement: A− > B
• Multiple replacement:A− > B, C− > D
• Context sensitive replacement: A− > B || L1 R1
• Optional replacement:A(− >)B
• Cascaded replacement: A− > B followed by B− > C
• Parallel replacement:A− > B, B− > A
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6.6 Finite-state morphological analysis
There are different methods of to analyse words into their basic forms, among
which are simply gathering affix lists and stripping them off the words, trying
to learn word breaks from corpora and rule based generation and analysis of
words using finite-state automata. For reasons of superior functionalities of
bidirectionlity, compactness, cleanness and straight forwardness provided by
finite-state approaches of morphological treatment, in this project an attempt
to use them to describe Amharic mopology in particular and to some extent
English morphology has been made.
Morphological analysis using finite-state transducers (FSTs) is based on
the assumption that the mapping of words to their analysis constitutes a
regular relation, i.e. the underlining forms constitute a regular set, the sur-
face forms constitute a regular set, and there is a (possibly many-to-many)
regular relation between these sets. In languages whose morphotactics is
morph concatenation only, FSTs are straightforward to apply. Handling
non-concatinative (or partially concatinative) languages is, however, a bit
complicated and challenging cf. [Kay, 1987, Beesley and Karttunen, 2003,
Trost, 2003].
6.7 Formal properties of word forms
The basic morphological modelling convention is that there is a small finite
upper bound to root length (e.g. sbr) and to intercalated stems forming
regular sets. Relations between roots and stems are also regular.
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root + vocalism + template = stem
sbr + a¨ + CVCC = sa¨br
Words are constructed from stems by concatenation of prefixes and suf-
fixes, also regular sets. Morphophonological operations have finite contexts.
Regular sets are represented in FSAs and regular relations in FSTs. When
the input and output of an FST are reversed, the FST models the inverse
regular relation. The reversibility property of FSTs is useful. The ‘generate’
mode is used for generation, the ‘accept’ mode for analysis (cf. Figure 6.12).
Figure 6.12: Modelling conventions for FSTs.
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6.8 Amharic morphology in finite-state for-
malism
Amharic, like other Semitic languages has challenges to morphological analy-
sis and generation. Among others, complex stem formation rules, reduplica-
tion and internal changes and phonological alternations need to be handled
carefully. In this project work an attempt to use the Xerox Finite-State Tool
(XFST) for the analysis of Amharic words into their corresponding lexical
representations has been made. XFST is a general-purpose interactive utility
for creating and manipulating finite-state networks [Beesley and Karttunen,
2003]. XFST has an interactive interface providing access to the basic al-
gorithms of finite-state calculus. It provides high flexibility in defining and
manipulating finite-state networks. XFST also provides a compiler that in-
cludes powerful rule formalisms known as replace rules.
The task of the morphological analyser is to map surface forms into lexcal
forms and viceversa cf. Figure 6.13.
Figure 6.13: Morphological analyser
The surface form is just a set of surface words obtained from corpora(sa¨ba¨ra¨ ,
sa¨ba¨ra¨ch, etc). The lexical form consists of a canonical representation of the
word and a sequence of tags that show the morphological characteristics of
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the form in question and its syntactic category ([sbr+Perf]+3P+SG+MASC,
[sbr+Perf]+3P+SG+FEM, etc.). The relations between surface forms and
lexical forms are represented in a network. Once the network is constructed
analysis is just mapping a word in the lower side to the form in the upper
side. But to construct such a network two things are needed:
1. A source lexicon that defines the set of valid lexical forms of the lan-
guage, and
2. A set of finite-state rules that assign the proper surface realization to
all lexical forms and morphological categories of the language
The absence of a lexicon of Amharic words in their base form has been a
major problem. About 1277 Amharic verb roots were compiled from [Bender
and Fulas, 1978]; other irregular verbs were gathered from [Dawkins, 1960].
Deverbal nouns and adjectives were also obtained from these sources. Non–
derived adjectives, adverbs, prepositions and conjunctions are few, and were
manually collected. Simplex nouns are also hard to find. Lists of names
were collected from the Bible, as well as names of places, kinship terms,
body parts, local environmental terms and numbers (cardinal and ordinal).
The lexicon automata was then compiled with the Xerox lexicon compiler
(LEXC).
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The n-radical roots, 2 <= n <= 4 are generated from the phonologi-
cal part of the lexical entry (referred as a BASE form in this work). Our
procedure corresponds to traditional and generative Ethiopian grammatical
descriptions [Yimam, 1999, Bender and Fulas, 1978, Dawkins, 1960].
6.8.1 Compiling root lexicon
To compile the root lexicon Xerox lexicon compiler (LEXC) is used. In LEXC













This script generates a network that accepts the strings listed. The net-
work in Figure 6.14 accepts the strings: mkr, mnn, mrg, mrmr, mskr, msTr.
This lexicon is then uploaded on to the stack in XFST using the script,
#!/usr/bin/xfst -f
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Figure 6.14: A finite-state automata accepting strings.
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The contraction of stem where certain consonants are converted into a vowel
or a syllable is reduced
Glide ’h’: smh −→ sma −→ sa¨ma
h− >a
Flat consonant ’w’: qwlf −→ qwa¨la¨f −→ qola¨f (qwa¨la¨f)
{wa¨}(− >) o
Sharp consonant ’y’: Tys −→ Tya¨s −→Tes (Tya¨s)
{ya¨}(− >)e
6.8.3 Intercalation
Stems of simple verbs and deverbal nouns and adjectives are formed by inter-
calation of vocalisation into consonantal roots. Semitic stem interdigitation
has been treated several times; cf. [Kay, 1987, Kataja and Koskenniemi,
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1988, Beesley and Karttunen, 2003]. Kay designed a multitape FS technique
for the interdigitation of roots, CV–templates and vocalisations in Arabic,
and [Kataja and Koskenniemi, 1988] demonstrated interdigitation of Semitic
roots (taking Ancient Akkadian as an example) using intersection over reg-
ular languages.
In [Beesley and Karttunen, 2003] a ‘merge’ operator for Arabic stems is
described, a pattern filling algorithm which combines two regular languages,
a CV template and fillers (root & vocalisation). The output of the merge
operator is a regular expression that can be computed by the compile-replace
algorithm of XFST. This algorithm works well for Amharic too.
define pattern ”+Perf”:{CVCVC} |”+Perf”:{CaCVC} |”+Imperf”:{CVCC}
|”+Ger”:{CVCC} |”+Jus”:{CCVC} |”+Jus”:{CCC} |”+Inf”:{CCVC};
define vocalisation 0:”[e*]”;
read regex ”[”:”∧[” 0:”{” root 0:”}” 0:”.m>.” 0:”{” pattern 0:”}” 0:”.<m.”
vocalisation ”]”:”∧]”;
list C b c g h j p q v x t y k l m n f w r z d s B C D F G H J K L M N P Q
R S T W Z
list V e
compile-replace lower
Merge is a pattern-filling operator than combines a template and fillers
into one network. For example for the root sbr the perfective stem is formed
by merging the vocalisation and the root into the template CVCVC (See
Figure 6.15 6.16 6.17).
After merging and compile-replacement the final network looks like the
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Figure 6.15: Template
Figure 6.16: Fillers: Root & Vocalisation
network in Figure 6.17




A more straightforward approach, however, would be to simply insert vo-
calisation between radicals. This requires accessing positions between con-
sonant sequences. A novel bracketing ‘diacritic’ convention is used to locate
vowel positions and right and left contexts to discriminate between different
positions (see Figure 6.18).
C is defined: List of consonants: define C b |c |d |...
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Figure 6.18: Vowel intercalation.
6.8.4 Internal changes
Derived verbs with internal changes involving penultimate consonant redu-
plication and vowel insertion are handled mostly by single replace rules. For
example to generate sa¨baba¨r from sa¨ba¨r, the rule used is:
{b}(− >){bab}||a¨ a¨
which results in sa¨baba¨r, while retaining the original underived sa¨ba¨r. The
reduplication in plural of adjectives have also similar formalism:
ra¨jm → ra¨jajm (several tall th.): j ->jaj ||.#.C V
Tqur → Tquaqur (several black th.): qu ->quaqu ||.#.C
sa¨fi → sa¨fafi (several large th.) f ->faf ||.#.C V
The problem in such cases, it is not possible a single rule to work on all
words, so it is better to group them based on how they modify. Other very
interesting reduplication processes are the full stem reduplication in collec-
tive nouns such as:
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qTa¨l → qTa¨l-a-qTa¨l (leaves).
Reduplication of collective nouns is handled by using the self concatena-
tion operation wordˆ2 which concatenates a word to itself with the compile-
replace algorithm of [Beesley and Karttunen, 2003], and using a bracketing
rule to find the mid position to insert the vowel.
A second method that also gives the same results is without using the
compile-replace algorithm just with the self concatenation operator and a
temporary file to deal with single element in the lexicon at a time to avoid
over production of unwanted results. This operation demands the use of a
shell script outside the Finite State Tool (Xerox Finite State Tool-XFST)
(See Figure 6.19).
Figure 6.19: Full stem reduplication with a linker vowel.
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6.8.5 Affix concatenation
The regular operation concatenation is used to concatenate affixes to the
stem. When concatenating, illegal sequences of vowels are avoided by using
replace rules and also impermissible affix combinations are controlled by
introducing constraints:
[P1] [P2] [P3] [P4] [stem1|stem2|...]
[[S1|S2|S3] [S4] [S5][S6|S7]] [S8]
where P1-P4 stand for prefix categories and S1-S8 are suffix categories that
a verb stem can take. Prefixes, stems and suffixes have specific positions.
In case of prefixes, all categories may occur together, but no more than one
from each category. There are constraints on the suffixes: [S1|S2|S3] are
alternatives and cannot exist together in one word. The same is true for
[S6|S7]. Similar procedures of concatenation are applied for other POS as
well.
During concatenation, however, one needs to define constraints, since not
all kinds of affixes are taken by every stem, particularly on verbs. Flag di-
acritics are used to control the constraints. Flag diacritics are extension of
Xerox finite-state implementation. They are normal multi-character symbols
that have a distinctive spelling. They are treated specially by application rou-
tines that are sensitive to them and treat them like epsilons when a network
is applied to an input string. They do not appear in output strings. The flag
diacritics provide the following functionalities:
1. Keep transducers small
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2. Enforce desirable long distance constraints
3. Enable illegal paths in networks to be blocked at runtime
The most common type of flag diacritics are called U-Type (Unification flag
diacritics). The syntax for writing unification flag names is :
@U.feature.value@
The feature name or the value name,
• cannot include dots
• are case sensitive
• are assigned by the developer




The stem fa¨Ta¨r (created) takes the prefix ta¨- but not a-. Hence to the
stem the flag diacritics ”@U.a.abs@” and ”@U.ta¨.pres@” are attached before
the concatenation of the affixes.
{fa¨Ta¨r} ”@U.a.abs@” ”@U.ta¨.pres@”
{a} ”@U.a.pres@” | {ta¨} ”@U.ta¨.pres@”
6.8.6 Full stem reduplication
Amharic also has noun stem reduplication (with epenthetic vowel). The
reduplication and vowel epenthesis operations are visualised in Figure 6.20.
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Figure 6.20: Reduplication cascade.
The required analysis procedure is handled initially outside the FS system
by a shell wrapper which feeds a stream of input words to the system; the
actual reduplication is then performed in the FS context. The implementa-
tion uses a novel bracketing ‘diacritic’ convention (not ‘flag diacritic’ [Beesley
and Karttunen, 2003]). Formally, this is a heuristic which treats the surface
lexicon as the union of singleton sets of surface forms, and applies the redu-
plication FST to the singleton sets individually.
6.8.7 Phonological processes
During affix concatenation, it is possible for vowels to occur in sequence that
would result in a change of grapheme. To handle this problem simple replace
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rules are used. For example,
{aa}− > {a}, replaces the sequence aa by a.
{ae}− > {aye} replaces the sequence ae by aye.
Finally, palatisation was handled by a replace rule that replaces dentals with
palatals:
{di}(− >){pi}, maps di to pi and retains di
{di}− > {p}, maps the retained di to p
(the order of operation matters)
{de}− > {pe} maps each de to pe
The transducers created for each word class are finally merged by the
union operation. This single transducer is then used whenever analysis of
surfaces forms need to be made.
6.8.8 Romanisation
Since Amharic writing system is syllabic performing all the operations using
this system makes the system quite complicated and error prone. To avoid
that the compilation is done in Latin transliteration. But then interfaces on
the input and output side are designed so that in the end the transducer
simply consists of strings in Amharic script. This interface is created by
simple replace rules of finite-states which replace an Amharic symbol into its
corresponding Latin and viceversa.
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6.9 Implications to the alignment system
A preliminary evaluation of the system was made by analysing words. The
morphological analyser though not bad for a start had problems of over and
under generation that it was possible to apply a part and not the whole of
the system. The main problems were attributed to several factors among
which were the generality of the theoretical descriptions of the morphology
of words, far from complete base lexicon of all word classes except the verbs
and the absence of a standard spelling which results in different word forms
that did not abide by the rules defined (results reported in detail in [Amsalu
and Gibbon, 2005b]. Hence, the task has been limitted to stripping the most
salient affixes that included affixes of subject and object markers, inflections
for gender number and certain prepositions and conjunctions as well as affixes
of adverbial clauses. On the English side also treatment of affixes for number,
tense, derived noun affixes, and adverbs has been made. Hence, we rerun the
program on stems as follows,
• Store surface forms and their corresponding base forms in a database
• Redo the frequency count and score calculation
• Extract stem tanslation lexicon
• Using the stem lexicon as a lookup for surface forms rerun the chunk
generator
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The precision of the procedure, however, improved only by 1.6%. At a
later experiment made on another data (See comparative study of different
languages in an upcoming chapter) nevertheless a 10% improvement using
the same shallow stemmer was obtained. However, stemming words written
in a syllabic language is very difficult because once change in grapheme is
created at the joining point of stems and affixes it is difficult to know if that
change occurred after or before affixation. One of the reasons that there
hasn’t been much improvement could also be attributed to this. For this
reason and for use in future activities in any natural language processing we
reduced the scope into smaller subset of the language, such as considering
a specific class of words and continued developing finite-state morphological
analyser. Some of the efforts are reported in [Amsalu and Demeke, 2006a,b].
6.10 Summary
This part of this project work addresses the basic and first step in Natural
language processing of a complex language such as Amharic. Morphological
analysers are the basic and very useful tools in any natural language process-
ing. Considering translation, understanding the structure of words and their
modification to serve different grammatical functions helps to formulate the
transfer of the grammar of one language to the other.
This part of the study has given the initial studies for Amharic in this
direction. A a finite-state morphological analyser which addressed all parts
of speech in Amharic is developed. More or less a good coverage of the
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verb roots is used. There were only limited list of nouns and adjectives.
Other parts of speech do not have many elements and we tried to gather
them all. The transducer for verbs was so complex to develop, particularly
a deeper analysis of the constraints was lacking, which then resulted in over
generation. The incomplete lexicon of nouns and adjectives has also resulted
in not recognising certain words.
For the alignment task we focused on using a shallow stemmer that re-
moves the most salient affixes from both Amharic and English. The use of a
shallow morphological analyser could easily be attained for operations that








In this chapter model II of our word alignment system which is procedure
based on maximum likelihood estimate of translations is described. The
most likely translation words in translation sentences are determined by the
measure of the similarity of their distribution in the entire corpus. To im-
prove the drop in precision which was inevitable at high recall we introduced
methods of reusing of know translations list and adding a priori labelling of
most likely translations based on the morphology and syntax in the given
context. The results show that for the recall level obtained our procedure is
quite good.
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7.1 The challenges of improving recall
One of the major challenges of extracting bilingual lexical resources from
parallel corpora is the difficulty to get a significant number of lexical entries
as compared to the size of corpus used. In particular, when using statistical
methods, the problem is exaggerated. Often a small set of words that occur
with a higher frequency are addressed [Amsalu, 2006, Sahlgren and Karl-
gren, 2005, Ker and Chang, 1996, Wu and Xia, 1995, Kay and Ro¨scheisen,
1993]. On the other hand, natural language processing operations such as
machine translation, cross-language information retrieval, terminology banks
and computer assisted language learning systems demand bilingual lexica
of high coverage. Hence, attaining an acceptable coverage of lexicon is of
paramount importance. Methods of using a large amount of corpora have
been established to cope with the problem. But again, unfortunately, for
many languages large quantities of bilingual corpora are not available.
In this chapter we propose a method of attaining increased lexical acquisi-
tion by statistical similarity measures of maximum likelihood. We use a small
size of translation texts to generate many translation words. The algorithm
is tested on Amharic-English bilingual texts. In Section 7.2, some features
of translation sentences that are relevant for text alignment are discussed.
In Section 7.3 algorithmic analysis of the optimal alignment for parallel sen-
tences is made. How the distribution of translation terms in parallel corpora
can be indicators of similarity is also presented. Section 7.4 discusses the
evaluation of the results. Methods of enhancing the system are presented in
Sections 7.5, 7.5.2.
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7.2 Characteristics of translation sentences
Parallel sentences are two groups of sequences of words explaining the same
message. The symbols in the words are not necessarily identical; neither
are the lengths of each word or the number of words in the two sentences.
Alignment systems try to align all or some of these words in the sentences. In
many statistical approaches of alignment the chances for most of the words
to be aligned is very low when the dataset used is small. In fact it is not
a rare case that none of the words in a sentence may be aligned. But one
thing is true, these words are translations. Ideally, each word in the source
language (or the meaning contained by the word) is expressed in some way
in the target language. But the question of how to find these relations is not
easy to answer.
For a machine the problem is as if a human translator is expected to
match a pair of sentences in languages the translator does not know and
with symbols not familiar. They are just sequence of symbols, but somehow
they are related. For example if we have parallel sentences and each word is
represented by a single symbol, say,
1 2 3 4 (sentence I)
a b c d e f g (sentence II)
We know word 1 in sentence I, is a translation to one or more of the
symbols in sentence II, but don’t know which one. If we have a text with
several such sentences, can we use it to guess which words are the most likely
correct translations? We set out to prove if the distributional properties of
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words in the entire corpus can give us information to come up with the most
likely translation equivalents in sentence pairs that were extracted from the
translation texts themselves. The assumption we are basing our experiment
on is that if two sentences are translations of each other so are the words
in the sentences. Subsequent Sections will give detail account of the line of
argument.
7.3 Quest for the optimal alignment
Our approach tries to align words in parallel sentences given their distribution
in a larger corpora. We attempt to align words in one pair of sentences. We
do not want to find the translation in some other sentences in the text but
within the translation sentences. Because the translation of each of the word
in the source sentence is embedded somewhere just in the target sentence.
If we manage to do so, the recall for the words in the shorter sentence will
simply become a hundred percent.
In an m x n matrix of words in translation sentences where m and n are
the number of words in source and target sentences and m is the number
of words in the shorter sentence, there are n!
(n−m)!
permutations of possible
alignments. Among these alignment possibilities one of them is the optimal
alignment. Thus, each word in the source sentence must be aligned to its
most likely translation in the target sentence. To get this alignment we need
to have a measure of similarity of each word in the source and target text.
This information is obtained in the the translation texts where the sentences
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are extracted from.
In this work the scoring scheme we devised in Chapter 3. is used to
calculate the scores. The scores for each term in the source language with
each term in the target language are stored in a repository. Note that, the
bilingual corpora for calculating scores is the same corpora from which the
sentences to be aligned are retrieved. These score measures are used to align
words in single translation sentences. Therefore, we construct a matrix of
scores for each translation sentence. To get a better understanding of the
argument, let us take the first translation sentences of the data used in our
experiment.
Table 7.1: Similarity score matrix.
In Table 7.1, the scores of each word in the source language sentence to
the words in the target language sentence is presented. This matrix is plotted
in a two dimensional Cartesian plane of source words vs. scores showing the
scores of the words in the source sentence with those of the target as shown
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in Figure 7.1.
Figure 7.1: Source target mapping.
To find the optimal alignment we want to find the optimal score points
for each word. If the word in the target document at the optimal point of
the source word is aligned with another word with even a greater score, the
optimal point for the first word will be its second high point. But again the
target word at this second high point also needs to be examined if it has
another point where it is the optimal alignment. This process will go on
until no better point is found.
Taking the first word in the chart in Figure 7.1, we see it is aligned with
its highest score with the word son. We also observe that son does not have
a score greater than this score with any other word, therefore this point is
where its likely translation is found. Using the same procedure we observe
that the second word in the X-axis is aligned with the highest score to the
word christ. The third word Amharic word has a best score with abraham,
but abraham has even a higher score with the seventh Amharic word hence
we consider the second highest point which is david, again david is aligned
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with a higher score with another Amharic word, so we consider the third
highest score. The search goes on until we obtain a word which does not
have a higher score anywhere else. Our algorithms has thus score matrix
generator (Figure 7.2), ranking routine, optimal alignment generator.
For each source term, we list out the combinatorics sorted descending
according to which then we give ranks. If there are two or more target terms
that give the same score they are also given the same rank, the next low
score getting a rank of the rank of the previous score plus one. For this
operation we sorted our combinatorics, by sentence, by source word and by
score respectively cf. Figure 7.3
The ranking for each term in the source and its score list with target
words. The candidates are ranked ascending from 1 to n, 1 given to the pairs
with the highest score. If the second pair has also the same score as the first
both are given a rank of 1 but the third entry is given a rank of 2 and not 3
and so on. The search for the translation of the first source word in our score
matrix in Table 7.1 would include the search space in the tree traversal 7.4.
We can also see it as a tree traversal where breadth first search is made with
time complexity is O(bn).
Obviously, there will be gaps for those words that do not have high points
that excel over others. In most cases that happens because some words
translate morphological or syntactic phenomena rather than other words.
Hence, these gaps in many cases are likely to be words which are inflectional
patterns for the shorter sentence. This is true assuming that we have a
perfect translation i.e. there are no deletions or insertions and the translation
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Figure 7.2: Translation sentences matrix generator.
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Figure 7.3: Sorting and ranking algorithm.
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Figure 7.4: Tree traversal.
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7.4 Evaluation of the results
The algorithm has been evaluated on a dataset of 1749 sentences taken from
the bible, namely, the book of Mathew and Mark (the same dataset used fro
global alignments in Chapter 3). From these sentences a repository contain-
ing the score of distribution similarity of each term in the source document to
each word in the target document is generated. The total number of entries
in the repository is 476,165 excluding those with zero score. The repository
is used when searching for the optimal scores. We evaluate the proposed
approach by first aligning the words, and then comparing the acquired lexica
to manually compiled translations. Basically, two types of evaluation can be
made.
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1. Determine for how many of the sentences correct alignment has been
obtained
2. Determine how many words are correctly aligned
Evaluation method 1 was not considered, because in many cases some of
the words in the sentences are correctly aligned and the rest not. So one
cannot get information on how far the words in the sentences have been
aligned in such binary evaluation. Using method 2 however one can observe
how many correct alignments we have achieved. To compute the precision
obtained in evaluation method 2, since the time consumption of manual eval-
uation of all alignments is not affordable, a sample of alignments is randomly
picked and statistical measures of confidence interval were used to project
for the whole set.
Out of 76 randomly selected sentences which are constituted of 761 words,
64% of overlap with the true translations was achieved. From this we infer
that at 95% confidence level the overall result has an accuracy within the
confidence interval 62% - 66%. The recall values are of course 100% with
respect to the language which is highly inflected.
These results are very good to attain at such a high recall level. The fact
that Amharic and English are disparate languages belonging to different lan-
guage groups signifies that better results might be obtained for language pairs
which are closely related. Among others the scores obtained for identically
inflected language pairs are more accurate.
Two directions for gaining better results are investigated in subsequently.
First, we want to reuse the lexicon generated by Model I as a known transla-
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tions list. This will reduce the number of alignment possibilities. Second, we
try to maximise the score of certain word alignments based on recognition of
morphological and syntactic patterns that allow us to decide they are more
likely to be translations than others.
7.5 Enhancing Methods
As discussed in the previous sections trying to align each word in transla-
tion sentences ideally gives a broader access to the texts and hence a bigger
lexicon size for a given document pair. But this is possible if only we suc-
ceed in aligning the words correctly. The experimental results indicate that
the alignments have poor precision level. To improve this precision level we
devised two methods of recognising possible alignments prior to the local
alignment procedure. The first method is the reuse of the lexicon extracted
by Model I. The second method is a rather sophisticated pattern recognition
approach of maximising the scores for certain translation pairs.
7.5.1 Reuse of initial lexicon
In the global alignment method in Model I, we extracted lexicon with a
relatively high precision. Model II functions independently of Model I. At
this point, however, we learned that, if the lexicon generated by Model I
is used as a known translation set for Model II, then it helps in excluding
certain words from our search space. In translation sentences if we know one
or more pairs of translations then we can exclude them and try to align the
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rest. Obviously the chances of creating incorrect matches decreases at the
same rate. If we have 5 words in the source language sentence and 10 words in
the target language sentence, the combinatorics of possible alignments would
be 10!
(10−5)!
. But if a pair of words are known translations, the combinatorics
decreases to 9!
(9−4)!
, which is basically 10 times smaller and if we know a second
additional pair the search would decrease to 8!
(8−3)!
which is 10*9 smaller. If
the length of the shorter sentence is m words and that of the longer is n, for
every known translation pair k, the decrease in the search space is n!
(n−k)!
. Of
course the issue of doing this in several iterations is a worth trying operation.
Meaning, taking the most likely translations and including them in known
translations list and then realigning the rest or merging Model I and Model
II. The pseudocode for this operation is:
read words in translation sentence
if there is a word in source sent
if its translation is in target sent
exclude the words
Eventhough this is theoretically sound, in practice since the size of lexicon
generated by Model I is minimal, it does not decrease our search space to a
large extent. For this reasons we considered a complementary routine that
maximises the scores of certain translation pairs than others.
7.5.2 Pattern recognition approach of maximising scores
In this routine we involved the use of the morphosyntax of both languages
as a basis for guessing necessary translations with a higher probability. For
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resource-poor languages such as Amharic where large quantities of text are
not available, it is crucially important that all possible methods of getting
the most out of a limited size of corpora are explored and exploited. Patterns
of text that occur with fairly uniform syntactic structure are used as features
for classifying translation terms throughout the text. Our method is simple
but quite effective in the quality of the translation information it gives. The
rules accompanying the method are language specific.
Description of the methods
Our approach depends on words that show regular syntactic appearance in
Amharic-English bilingual texts. These words are used as features for identi-
fying translation pairs that are associated with them. Our procedure follows





Sensors gather observations, which are basically words in sentences. These
sentences are known translations of each other. A feature extraction algo-
rithm attempts to extract features from the observation. Our classification
scheme does the actual job of classifying or describing observations, relying
on the extracted features. The system is a supervised learning system with a
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priori labelling of patterns, which are the training sets for training the classi-
fication scheme. The classification scheme is a structural pattern recognition
system based on the structural interrelationships of features.
Priori labelling of patterns
The feature detector is based on a priori knowledge of patterns that help to
classify our observation. Determining these features that can discriminately
classify our observations was a challenge we had to solve in the beginning.
In other words the priori knowledge was developed empirically.
The features that we believe will give us enough information to classify
translations are basically the words which have morphosyntax that can con-
sistently be matched in the two languages. We made experiments to find
out which features are discriminative enough than others. A similar work to
this one is a program for the automatic alignment of parallel texts, originally
developed for the English-Norwegian Parallel Corpus (ENPC) [Hofland and
Johansson, 1998, Hofland, 1996]. They focused on language-specific infor-
mation, in the form of so-called anchor words or a simple bilingual lexicon
referred to as the anchor list. We also use such patterns in both languages
which have regular syntax and morphology. The alignment program makes
use of some parameters, as explained below. The considerations in selecting
the anchor list are:
1. The words had to be reasonably frequent
2. They had to have fairly straight forward equivalents in the two lan-
guages.
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Some words were included even though the words were not very frequent,
provided that a good correspondence could be established. Some of these
anchor words which we call also signals are described next. We focused on
words in closed classes: prepostions, auxiliary verbs, adverbs and conjunc-
tions.
i. Prepositions
A Preposition is a word used to express some relation of different things or
thoughts from each other. If we consider their syntax in sentences, in many
cases they have a fixed number of ways of using them in both languages.
One such preposition is the prepostion with. In English with explains the
togetherness of some objects or events. One of the objects or events that is
together comes after the prepostion with syntactically, and in no other form
unless perhaps it has another application other than the one described here.
In Amharic such kind of togetherness is represented often by the use of a
prefix ka¨– attached to the object or event and another word gar that comes
just after it. The prefix ka¨– can occur serving other purposes too. But the
word gar cannot be used for any other application. Hence, if a word with
the prefix ka¨– is followed by gar, it can only be equivalent to the word that
comes after with in the English. Let’s see examples:
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(1) Sara ate dinner with Thomas Sara ka¨Thomas gar rat ba¨lach
(Sara with Thomas dinner ate)
(2) Sara ate dinner with her friend Sara ka¨guadegnawa gar rat ba¨lach
(Sara with her friend dinner ate)
(3) Sara ate dinner with her Sara ka¨rsua gar rat ba¨lach (Sara
with her dinner ate)
(4) Sara ate dinner with Thomas
and Elisabet
Sara ka¨Thomasna ka¨Elisabet gar
rat ba¨lach (Sara with Thomas and
Elisabet dinner ate)
(5) Sara cuts the bread with a knife Sara dabown ba¨bilawa qora¨Ta¨c
(Sara the bread with a knife she
cut)
Forms like (1) are easy to extract, we simply take the word next to with
and align it to the word which has a prefix ka¨ and followed by the word
gar. If we take example (2) it becomes a bit complex, because the whole
prepositional phrase should be taken into account in which case the cor-
rect alignment is herfriend with guadegnawa. To resolve this problem we
extended our procedure to chunk noun phrases that come after the preposi-
tion. But if we have a structure like in (3) considering the next word after
her would be a mistake since the correct alignment is her with rsua. We did
not use any external parser to chunk these noun phrases. Eventhough we
did not consider it here, punctuation marks such as a comma, a semicolon
or end of sentence boundary could help us know how far to go. In example
(4) we find two nouns. On the Amharic side the prefix ka¨ attaches to both
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nouns. We relaxed our routine to search to the left of the word preceeding
gar until a word without the prefix ka¨ appears. In the same way we move
to the right of was in the English sentence equal number of steps that we
moved to the right in Amharic. But this count would not work if we count
words such as and. Hence, in counting we exclude function words such as
and. Assuming the order is not reversed, i.e. with Thomas and Elisabet is
not translated as with Elisabet and Thomas, the correct alignment would be
in the sequence written, first word to first word. Of course as the sentences
get longer and complexer the chances of making failure increase. The use
of with in constructions such as (5) have a completely different form. But
since our procedure searches for matching forms in both sentences, when it
doesn’t find the equivalent form in one of the sentences it simply jumps to
the next sentence.
To find out if this generalisation works we made an experiment by trying
to access such occurrences and align the words or chunks associated in the
data source we used in this study. Table 7.2 gives as an excerpt of the output.
The data source used for evaluation consists of parallel corpora with 20,347
Amharic and 36,537 English words, accommodated in 1749 aligned sentences.
In Table 7.2 (a) shows as an instance of two occurrences in one Amharic
sentence while there is only one match in the translation sentence in English.
(b) indicates a correct match in which there are multiple nouns. (c) show a
wrong match due to (a). In (d) there is an extra in which was encountered
due to case (3) in our example sentences. In (e) the part andsinners was
not included in our extract though that was the correct match. This fail-
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Table 7.2: The use of with as an anchor.
ure occurred because taxcollectors is one word in Amharic and it disturbed
number of moves to be made form the anchor.
The over all result gave out of 118 occurrences 74% were correct. This is
based on a very strict evaluation where any partial matches are considered
as false alignments.
Another very useful word for our purpose is again a prepostion, namely
on. When on is used in a context of placing something on some surface or
on something, it is often if not always expressed in one form in Amharic.
The surface or the thing will have the prefix ba¨– and the word lay follows.
Example would be:
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(1) They live on a hill ba¨ta¨ lay ynoralu (on a hill they
live)
(2) Let’s discuss on this issue ba¨gudayu lay inwa¨yay (on the is-
sue let’s discuss)
(3) The pen is on the table skrbitow Ta¨ ra¨pezaw lay na¨w (the
pen on the table is)
Case (1) and (2) are the ones that we tried to capture. Form (3) exists
though its frequent use may depend dialectically. In any case the results
obtained are such that, there were 61 appearances out of which 87% are
correct.
ii. Adverbs
The adverb after is used to describe that an event occurred after some
other event occurred or in similar contexts. In English the words that de-
scribe the event that happened first come after the term after. These terms
could be single or multiple but are often terminated by a punctuation mark
mostly a comma or a period. Its counter part in Amharic is described by a
prefix ka¨– attached to the first word of the terms that indicate the event that
occurred first and a terminating word ba¨huala. Our lexical target here is to
map the term(s) that indicate the event that occurred first. Here, we need
to notice that this approach is even vital for some systems such as machine
translation systems that often require bilingual lexica of above word level.
Some examples would be:
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(1) After it rained, the earth be-
came wet
ka¨za¨na¨ba¨ ba¨huala ma¨retu ra¨Ta¨ba¨
(2) After lunch, coffee is served ka¨msa ba¨huala buna yqa¨rbal
(3) After Sara and Hellen, Dawit is
born
ka¨Sarana ka¨Hellen ba¨huala Dawit
ta¨wa¨la¨da¨
after is quite regular. It has also extended forms such as in (3). A similar
procedure as in the case of with is used for such forms. Note that the prefix
ka¨ repeats on both objects (Sara and Hellen). For the anchor after, out of
24 appearances 75% were correct matches.
The word when on the other hand is followed by an event which marks a
certain time or a cause for a certain output. In Amharic such situations can
be expressed in many ways most of which do not have any fixed rules that
would be occurring often. But there is a form if it occurs is quite regular,
that is ba¨– ... gize. The time event or the case defined occurs in between ba¨–
as a prefix of the first word from the left and the word gize from the right.
(1) When Thomas came Thomas ba¨ma¨Ta gize
The matching we seek here is came with ma¨Ta. But this forms are fre-
quent depending on dialect. In our bible data there were 81 appearaces out
of which 57% were correct. Obviously this is not a good anchor.
iii. Conjunctions
The most salient conjunction and also occurs in a fixed context in that in
English it appears between two words that may be items, ideas, names, etc.,
that have some common property. Our target translations are the word(s)
to the left, and to the right of the conjunction. In Amharic the equivalent
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form rarely occurs as a free morpheme. Often it occurs as a suffix (-na) to
the first word to be connected followed by the other word. The occurrences
of the conjunctions at the end or at the beginning of sentences are excluded
from the analysis, because they do not manifest within the context of our
generalisation of regularity.
(1) Sara and Ellisabet went to the
USA
Sarana Ellisabet wa¨da¨ USA hedu
(2) Since her exam results were not
good and she was not able to im-
prove them, she failed
-
Assuming the order (of Sara with respect to Ellisabet) is not reversed the
matches we obtain in (1) will be in the same order, first word to first word.
Bust cases such as (2) are too complex to deal with. One can give many
examples of different cases for the use of and. Table 7.3 shows an excerpt.
One can observe repeated occurrences of and in a single sentence specially
on the English side. Such cases are difficult to extract even if their equivalents
exist in the second language. This is because we do not know which one
translates which and it is not advisable to depend on the order they occur,
since that would not be the case always. The preliminary results demonstrate
that the anchor and produced 24% correct and 23% partial matches in a total
of 894 appearances.
iv. Auxiliary verbs
Other features we have considered examining are the auxiliary verbs is
and was. Both is and was come often just preceeding a main verb and some-
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Table 7.3: The use of and as an anchor.
times are followed by a noun as well in English. In Amharic the equivalent
forms na¨w and na¨ba¨r respectively appear following a main verb. Since the
order of Amharic is SOV, we expect them at the end of the sentence pre-
ceeded by the main verb. For is and was also some initial results of 49% out
of 86 hits and 33% out of 33 hits respectively have been correctly extracted.
7.5.3 Discussion
There are cases where wrong signals are generated and multiple signals are
also generated and is difficult for the sensor to analyse all the observations.
For example the signal and can exist in many contexts than we predict and
there could be more than one ands in a single sentence or observation. The
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other pattern that gives wrong results was also the use of when. When
normally signifies a time when an action took place. The word that could
potentially be a good translation indication is a verb, some time the verb
comes after when but there are cases where the subject of the actioncomesfirst
and the verb follows. At this time unless we have a way of identifying the
subject as being not the verb then we fail. In the case of and more than 50
percent of the cases are wrong, about one third was correct.
Most of the failures in the module for when are inability to detect correct
boundaries (particularly in the English sentences) and the effects of alterna-
tion in vowel clusters formed by the attachment of the prefixes on Amharic
to words that begin with vowels. The major failures for and were that and
being a very salient word, it occurs quite frequently for various uses and often
even with repeated appearances in a single sentence in spite of the fact that
the two languages have different word order. That filters of function words
are not introduced in this part of the module also had additional adverse
effects of having a significant number of partial matches. The consideration
of the left side context for the auxiliary verbs could also possibly improve
the results to some extent. In general the outputs are very good. Better
results could be obtained by improving the rules, specially in finding more
precise methods of bounding the right and left ends of the chunks of transla-
tions, and also better ways of discriminating among multiple occurrences in
individual sentences need to be devised. Better approaches of dealing with
function words that create a lot of noise is also recommended.
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7.6 Implications to local alignment of words
Given translation sentences being able to find such features that would give
some hint on the translations help to reduce the number of non-aligned pairs.
Lets look how our example translation sentence would be aligned in this
context.
Figure 7.5: Feature extraction.
In Figure 7.5 we have two features, in and and, which occur only once.
On the Amharic side prefix corresponding to in is observed in only one word
and no other. The suffix corresponding to and is also occurring at only one
position. Here we could easily conclude that the prepositional phrase in the
beginning is translated by and the heavens and the earth translate
to respectively. One could argue that the heavens could
have been translated to and the earth to . Yes, that is possible
but the probabilities for such translations would be lower. In our case we
chose to increase the weights for aligning such features rather than putting
them into a known translations list. That is if the translation probability
P(in the beginning, ) was p then we raise it to p*1.3 to only increase
its chance of matching. So in the example transaltion sentences with the
help of our chunk parser and the signals generated by the features we have
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We are then left with choices of two words on each side of the language.
The second and last word on Amharic side and the word God and the word
created on the English side. In Amharic the last word in a sentence is a verb.
A simple feature such as an -ed ending of the word created or the initial
capital in God allows us to match created with the last word of the Amharic
sentence. The potential of this approach is so big. A thorough study of these
rules needs to be done in the future.
7.7 Aligning verbs
Another attempt that has been made using another approach was to align
verbs. The method we used can be summarised,
• Develop a chunk parser for Amharic verbs
• Use external dictionary to spot English verbs
The assumption that led us to the use of this method is that in a source
language sentence, if we identify the verb and we also spot the verb in the
target language translation sentence, then it is most likely the case that these
verbs are translation of the language.
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There was no need of developing a sophisticated parser for Amharic. At
least we did not think so in the beginning. This is because Amharic verbs
are place at the end of the sentence. An example,
(1) Sara misa ba¨lac (Sara lunch ate)
In such a case one simply needs to capture the last word. Now, if there
existed an auxiliary verb the auxiliary verbs comes at the end preceeded by
the main verb.
(2) Sara misa iya¨ba¨lac na¨ba¨r (Sara lunch eating was)
Auxiliary verbs in any case are very few so we extended our chunk parser
to accommodate this case. That is when there is an auxiliary verb take the
word preceeding it. On the English side we simply used an online dictionary
of English verbs to spot the verb in the sentence.
The experimental results however were not good. Let’s look at sentences
from our data (See Table 7.4)to understand what happened. The underlined
words are identified by the alignment system as verbs.
There are several points to see:
• Too many complex (very complex) sentences
• sentences do not necessarily have main verb
• Sentences in the data source we used (the bible) do not necessarily
abide by the rules of grammar of the language
• The verbs may serve other purposes than a verb in the context
Even if we removed the modal and auxiliary verbs we still have the com-
plexities. It is even difficult to imagine a parse tree resolving this problem.
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Table 7.4: Verb spotting.
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7.8 Summary
This chapter documents an alignment algorithm that tries to make a local
alignment of words in a sentence to the words in its translation. It makes an
estimation of the most likely translation for each word in the shorter sentence
and aligns them all. The criteria for choosing the most likely translation is
based on the similarity scores obtained from the whole corpus. Since at such
a high recall, it is not possible get high precision, methods of enhancement
that reduce wrong alignments are introduced. These enhancement methods
are the reuse of known translations list generated by Model I and the use of
morphological and syntactic features that maximise the scores of the most
likely translations are used.
This approach of aligning texts is a new approach. Since it is just at its
early state, more could possibly be done by for instance increasing data size
to get more precise score values, introduction of a morphological analyser
and alignment at stem level and increasing the scope of priori labelings.
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Model I and Model II along with the chunker, shallow stemmer and en-
hancement methods have been evaluated on a data taken from the bible, the
books of Matthew and Mark. These books together consist 20,347 Amharic
and 36,537 English tokens, which encompass 6867 and 2613 types in Amharic
and English respectively. It is to be recalled that the evaluation of each algo-
rithm is reported in previous chapters. This chapter describes other methods
of evauating the Models: performance comparison accross different language
pairs, application to noun identification and comparison with a well known
alignment system.
8.1 Comparative Study
We tried to compare the performance of our alignment Model I in four lan-
guages. Our motivation is to compare what the impact of the difference in
typologies would have on the performance of a statistical word alignment
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system. The languages considered are: Amharic, English, Hebrew and Ger-
man.
Hebrew is a Semitic language of the Afro-Asiatic language family. He-
brew grammar is partly analytical, expressing such forms as dative, ablative,
and accusative using prepositional particles rather than morphological cases.
However, inflection plays a decisive role in the formation of the verbs, the
declension of prepositions, and the genitive construct of nouns as well as the
formation of the plural of nouns and adjectives. English on the other hand
is a West Germanic language which is a branch of the Indo-European family
of languages. English grammar displays minimal inflection compared with
most other Indo-European languages. It lacks grammatical gender and ad-
jectival agreement. Case marking has almost disappeared from the language
and mainly survives in pronouns. At the same time as inflection has declined
in importance in English, the language has become more analytic, and de-
veloped a greater reliance on features such as modal verbs and word order
to convey grammatical information. German is also a West Germanic lan-
guage. It is usually cited as an example of a highly inflected Indo-European
language. It is an inflected language. German nouns inflect for gender, num-
ber and case. Verbs also inflect for person, number, mood and aspect. Both
German and English are written in Latin alphabet.
In our evaluation data which is the book of Genesis in the bible we clearly
see the differences in complexity across these languages (Table 8.1).
In the statistics of the words in terms of tokens, there are slight indication
that Amharic is the most complex followed by Hebrew. German is again more
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Table 8.1: Evaluation data
- Amharic Hebrew English German
Running words 20,836 20,613 35,331 35,906
Unique words 7,167 5,143 2,829 3,578
complex than English. When we look at the number of types, we observe
a significant difference. Amharic is the most complex followed by Hebrew.
There is also an indication that German is more complex than English but
less complex than Hebrew.
These texts went though the necessary preprocessing steps. The compari-
son has been made under the same thresholds of frequency (sum of frequency
of candidates) greater than 9 in all cases and score threshold greater or equal
to 0.55.
Source Target Correct Wrong Compound Total Precision Recall
Amharic English 112 37 7 154 71.4% 4%
Amharic Hebrew 190 26 5 221 86% 3.7
Amharic German 143 33 10 186 82.3% 4%
Hebrew German 252 43 4 299 84.3% 7%
Hebrew English 202 31 4 237 85.2% 7.1
German English 341 15 2 358 95.3% 12.1%
Table 8.2: Alignment results




8.2 Enriching mono-lingual text from bilin-
gual corpora
We developed a system that maps German nouns to their translations in
Amharic. We took advantage of the spelling of German nouns which always
begin with a capital letter to identify the nouns in Amharic which do not have
special marking. There is no upper or lower case representations in Amharic.
All cases are the same either for certain class of words or for letters at the
beginning of sentences. Nouns take affixes such as plural markers, clitics for
gender or case. However, those clitics are also taken by adjectives. Hence, it
is difficult to recognise them unless we have efficient syntactic parsers that
take a sentence and parse the words based on the grammar of the language.
Therefore, we took a step in which we could use German translations of
Amharic text to make a partial parsing of nouns which in many cases would
also be noun phrases since the words in Amharic are complex. However, the
complexities of Amharic nouns are much lower in comparison to that of verbs
which keeps us being encouraged on getting better results.
The obvious question one would be asking is if there are many Amharic-
German translation texts? We sought for possibilities of using documents
produced by German radio Deutshewelle Amharic program which produces
news and other programs every day in Amharic.
Our procedure of alignment is identical to the global alignment in Chapter
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3, except that here we only consider nouns.
1. Normalise capitalisations at the beginning of sentences
2. Generate a lexicon of only of the words in the German text which begin
with a capital letter
3. Align these words with their most likely translation
8.2.1 Preprocessing German text
The preprocessing step was a bit complex than the usual operations of re-
moving punctuation marks and tokenising. The major task was dealing with
capitalisation. In our previous work we lowered every uppercase to lower-
case. We certainly do not want to do that here, since our objective is to align
nouns which are known for their initial capital in German. But then we have
another problem to solve, because sentences begin with capital letter at the
beginning of sentences regardless of whether they are nouns or other words.
On the other hand the beginning of sentences could also be nouns. In the
German bible text we actually even found that words after ; and : also begin
with an initial capital. Hence, we developed a routine that handles these
problems. The algorithm does the following three operations.
1. generate a list of words with initial capital when not at the beginning
of a sentence, a clause or a list (See Figure 8.1)




One could ask the question, why not simply exclude the words with initial
capitals when not in the interior of sentences. The reason is simple; because
we are dependent on the frequency information we obtain from words in text.
In this routnine we have two output:
1. List of nouns in the interior of sentences
2. list of words capitalised words at the beginning of sentences and after
;s and :s
The next thing we do is identify nouns from the initial capitalised word
list. For that we did not use any external source such as noun dictionaries.
Rather we checked if these words also exist in the inner part of sentences in
the corpus itself. Searching in external noun dictionaries is not necessary in
this case because any way if they do not have multiple appearance in the
document, they are low frequency words and do no not add much if at all
they do to the results of our computation. See Figure 8.2 for the routine that
spots nouns at the beginning of sentences and clauses.
8.2.2 Aligning nouns
Given the list of nouns in the German side of the translation, we try to search
the best translation for each one of them in the Amharic document. Model I
of our alignment system was used to run the rest of sorting, frequency count
and similarity comptation and alignment. We also considered only the first
best match. The results showed that for frequency of words greater than 3
the precision rate is greater than 80%.
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Figure 8.2: Spotting nouns
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8.3 Comparison of Model II with GIZA++
Our system had to be compared to the state of the art systems, to find
out how well it performs. Todate the alignment system which has got high
recognition as the most successful is GIZA, an implementation of the IBM
statistical machine translation algorithm [Brown et al., 1993]. GIZA++ an
extension of GIZA. GIZA was first developed by SMT group at the Center for
Language and Speech Processing, John-Hopkins University in 1999. Later
an extended version that includes an implementation of the IBM-3, IBM-4,
IBM-5 alignment models and also HMM alignment model was developed by
Franz Josef Och [Och and Ney, 2003]. The alignment model takes as an input
at least three files: The first two consisting of words with their frequency and
a unique identification for the source and target documents and a third file
consisting of the source and target translation sentences, words replaced with
identification numbers and the frqency of those translations.
We got an output of sentence pairs and their alignment which was n:m.
To evaluate the system we used the same data source on which alignment
Model II in this project was evaluated and we also used the same procedure:
select certain number of sentences (in our case 76 out of a total of 1749)
randomly. We used a random number generator (near random) to generate
those numbers and then project the evaluation results statistically. Before we
evaluated through all the 76 sentences we observed a uniformly distributed
alignment result on the 14 sentences in our 76 list and the alignments were
so poor for every sentence pair that we found it not necessary to go through
all of them. In the sentences we considered, there we obtained an accuracy of
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21.8%. This results are very low compared to our alignment Model II where
we obtained more than 60%.
8.4 Summary
Apart from the evaluations made for each module we evaluated our system
on four languages which includes German, English, Hebrew and Amharic.
Possibilities of using parallel text for transfer of annotations in one language
to the other by way of aligning text units has also been tested. This approach
is theoretically sound and if applied to a large amount of text better results
than we have could be obtained. The use of simple linguistic tools such as
morphological analysers would also be an advantage. The method we used is
generic and can be used by other language pairs too. In addition, alignment
Model II has been compared with the implementation of the IBM translation




This project involved the development of several algorithms and techniques
of bilingual word alignment. The alignment methods developed are aimed at
generating a bilingual lexicon particularly for Amharic and English.
The goal is to achieve a number of benefits in applications of such a lex-
icon generated from translation texts. The wealth of information in transla-
tion texts, even if not easy to attain, is undeniably enormous. Translations
provide words as used in different contexts, their modifications for differ-
ent grammatical functions and their functions in sentences. Domain specific
terms can be accessed faster in texts in that domain than in any other source.
A translation text is basically an annotation of the other text. Consider-
ing Amharic and English, they are used in parallel in Ethiopia, for Though
Amharic is the national language of Ethiopia, English is the instructional
language in high schools and universities. This has given English a status
whereby it is used as a second language at workplaces as well. However,
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the transition between the two languages is not a smooth one because of the
absence of an automated way of switching between them. As a result those
who understand English well depend on English as an access to information
and those who do not understand it or who are not comfortable with it stick
to Amharic and remain detached from access to information in English. This
work is an initial step towards closing this gap.
An efficient word alignment algorithms from sentence-aligned parallel cor-
pora is presented. For the most part, procedures for statistical translation
modelling that make use of measures of term distribution as the basis for
finding correlations between terms are used. Linguistic rules of morphology
and syntax have also been used to complement the statistical methods.
This work is a contribution both to natural language processsing in Amharic
and general bilingual-language processing in Amharic and English. On the
other hand, it is a contribution to existing studies in translation text align-
ment in showing the problems and proposing solutions in language pairs that
are different from major languages. It is also a study on language pairs that
are quite disparate, having differences in morphology, syntax and not shar-
ing a significant proportion of vocabulary. It is also a study on a language
impoverished with respect to linguistic tools and data. This work is also an
important contribution to other languages that are in a similar situation,
technologically speaking, to Amharic.
The system is developed based on existing methods which is then enriched
and modified iteratively, as well as introducing new approaches to alignment.
Aligning parallel texts involves alignment at different levels of text ranging
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from the course grained alignment of paragraphs and sentences or simply
chunks of text to the fine grained alignment of phrases and words. The
shallower the granularity of the text units to be aligned the more difficult the
task. Yet, smaller units remain of prime importance for many applications
where translation data can be used. This work focuses on the last task which
is aligning words and chunks. Hence, the data used is an already sentence
aligned translation text.
Two models are developed: Model I and Model II. They both run inde-
pendently, but Model II takes the output of Model I as an input at some
point. The different parts of each Model are described in the order they are
developed. Model I consists of three components:
i. A statistical 1:1 word alignment system: Global aligner;
ii. A chunk parser that generates English chunks equivalent to complex
Amharic words; and
iii. A finite state morphological analyser and shallow stemmer for Amharic
and English.
The first step was developing procedure i. by using basic methods for
aligning words statistically. The initial system produces matches of 1:1 align-
ment of Amharic lexemes to weekly inflected English words.
For a word alignment system, texts need to be aligned at sentence level.
The distribution of words across these sentences is then compiled. Three pa-
rameters are used to describe the distribution of each term in the segments
and in the texts as a whole: Global-frequency : Frequency of occurrence in the
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corpus, Local-frequency : Frequency of occurrence in a segment, and Place-
ment : Position of occurrence in the corpus (i.e. segment ID).
Each of the translation texts is mapped into a two dimensional matrix
with sentences as columns and words as rows. The entries in the matrix stand
for local frequencies of the words in the corresponding sentences. Therefore,
each word is a weighted vector of its distribution; where the weight is its
local frequency in the respective segment. The similarity in distribution of
source and target words is computed from the entries in these vectors. For
each source word the target word that gives the highest score is taken as the
possible translation.
Using this method a list of aligned lexicon which has an accuracy of
over 80% for words with frequency greater than 4.5 on average has been
obtained. With filtering, words of frequency 3 also give good results. The
score threshold level for which a good percentage was found before filtering
was 0.55. This means the distributions of translation candidates need only
overlap in almost half of the cases.
The algorithm in ii., is a chunk parser that generates English chunks
equivalent to Amharic lexemes. Often, when aligning bilingual corpora, one
may not get a 1:1 alignment of words. This is more so in disparate language
pairs. To resolve this problem, the widely used solution is to break down
more complex words to their underlying components. In this work, an ap-
proache that works the other way round is reported, where several words in
the simpler language are brought together to form phrases equivalent to the
complex words in the other language. After securing 1:1 alignment by the
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previous procedure, the English terms are relaxed to construct the actual
chunk which translates the Amharic version. This chunk is generated from
the parallel corpora itself wherever the translations co-occur. Basically, mor-
phosyntactic rules of both languages are used to determine the boundaries of
chunks. It was possible to generate about 72% of the chunks correctly. This
allows us to be more flexible and generate non 1:1 alignments as well.
Even though the chunk parser parses sentences for correct chunks it does
not solve the shortcomings of statistical methods in dealing with variants of
the same word. Therefore, a finite-state morphological analyser for Amharic
words has also been developed. A description of the morphology of Amharic
and particularly the major morphological processes that are difficult to han-
dle such as infixation and complex rules of partial and total reduplication
have been described in finite-state formalisms. In the final implementation,
there has been problems of over generation of the morphological analyser
that sticking to using only a shallow stemmer was the alternative left. For
equal treatment of both languages English words have also been stemmed of
more salient affixes. The improvement obtained due to these shallow stem-
mers for both languages were different on different data (1.6% and 10%). In
any case it seams more advantageous to use them than not to use them.
Model I of the alignment system has these main components. Now the
major problem in this model is its low recall, that is, given a text of certain
size, the lexicon it generates is small. To improve this situation, Model II
which also has three components has been developed. This model attempts
to take two sentences which are translations of one another and match every
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word in the shorter sentence to that in the longer sentence. This would of
course increase recall by far. The tradeoff on the precision is reduced by use
of enhancing methods. Hence, the three main components are:
iv. Maximum likelihood local alignment system;
v. Enhancement by reusing known translations;
vi. Pattern recognition method for maximising scores .
The maximum likelihood aligner estimates the most likely translation in
the target sentence for every word in a source sentence. It basically finds the
most likely translation based on the scores of similarity obtained from the
translation text as a whole. But since the target word with the highest score
for one source word may have an even higher score for another source word,
the translations should be mutual best translations. This method resulted
in a precision of around 60% which obviously is lower than Model I. But
the recall is 100% since every word in the shorter sentence is aligned. The
routines in v and vi were developed To further improve the precision.
The first enhancement method involves the use of the lexicon generated
in Model I as a list of known translations. That is those words in the trans-
lation lexicon have been excluded from the alignment space. This gives us
an advantage in that for every known translation the number of possible
alignments decreases, hence, also reducing the chances of failure to align
correctly.
The second method is actually a pattern recognition procedure where
morphosyntactic patterns, features which highlight the more likely matches,
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are gathered and a decision is made on highly likely translations. Since there
could be ambiguous options, specially as the sentences get longer, transla-
tions obtained using this procedure are not excluded. Rather the score is
maximised by multiplying it by a factor of 1.3. For some features the results
obtained are encouraging.
These systems have been evaluated in different ways. The bible has been
used as a data source for testing the algorithms:
• Aligning Amharic-English translation data: Given the aligned lexicon
generated for each Model, the number of correct transaltions is calcu-
lated.
• The chunk parser has been evaluated on the lexicon generated. That
is for each translation, an attempt to generate the correct chunks in
the text is made. A very strict evaluation was made in that a slight
deviation from the exact match was given a wrong mark.
• The morphological analyser developed for Amharic is also evaluated by
running words in text into the morphological analyser.
• The performance of alignment Model I across four languages (Amharic,
English, German, Hebrew) has also been evaluated. interesting con-
trasts have been observed in this evaluation.
• The performance of alignment Model II has also been compared to
GIZA++, an implementation of the IBM statistical alignment system.
The results showed that GIZA++ really produced very poor results.
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The methods developed are just at their preliminary stage. New ap-
proaches and techniques and more linguistic and statistical information needs
to be integrated into them in order to obtain better results.
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